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OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
CORVALLIS. OREGON
June 17, 1927.
Mr. Ray L. Smith,
Page, Page and Ray L. Smith,
Salem, Oregon.
Dear Mr. Smith:
In a letter to you dated February 18, 1927, with reference to a com-
plaint filed by you on February 12 in behalf of certainpoultrymen, I
stated that "I am referring the same to Director Jardine, of theExperi-
rnent Station, Dean Cordley, of the School ofAgriculture, and Director
Mans, of the Extension Service, with the request that a thoroughin-
vestigation be made at once and a report submitted coveringall the
different questions at issue."
In referring the entire matter to the above committee, I stated:"I
shall appreciate it if you will kindly give the whole matter verycareful
consideration and submit a report of your findings, with recommenda-
tions.
"Should the policy of the department be sound and the activities
of the members of the department staff unobjectionable, it ought not to
be difficult to convince the poultrymen of the State of thefact, and
thereby avoid further discontent and agitation.If, on the other hand,
there should be justification in the claims of the poultry raisers, steps
should be taken at once, of course, to insure any changes orimprove-
ments necessary."
The report of the committee is now before me. After giving it care-
ful consideration, I have arrived at the conclusion that the complaint
is not sustained by the facts in the case. The principal grievance appears
to grow out of the relation of the Poultry Department to thecertification
and accreditation of breeding-flocks and hatcheries.This movement is
supported by the highest scientific authority.Its objects are in accord
with public interest.The poultry departments of the leading land-
grant colleges are rendering to their constituents similarassistance to
that given by the Poultry Department of the Oregon Agricultural Col-
lege.The Oregon Poultryrnen's Association initiated the work in this
State.The responsibilities of the College are therefore clear, and it
will be our purpose to aid and encourage this work in the future as in
the past.Such a policy can operate only to the advantage of the poultry
industry.
In order that all concerned may be fully informed as to the issues
involved, I have directed that the complaint and reply be printed in full,
so that it may be available to the poultrymen of the State. Amanuscript4 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
copy of the report is enclosed. As soon as the printed report is off the
press, copy will be sent to each of those who signed the complaint.
I trust that the larger interests of the industry will unite our poultry-
men in friendly and constructive effort, and that conformity with pro-
gressive endeavor, rather than remonstrance against it, will prevail.
If any further information is desired upon any point in connection




OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
CORVALLIS, OREGON
February 18, 1927.
Director James T. Jardine,
Director Paul V. Mans,
Dean A. B. Cordley,
Oregon Agricultural College.
Dear Sirs:
Two groups of representatives of persons engaged in the poultry
industry in Oregon have called at the office during recent weeks for
the purpose of discussing various matters relating to the poultry work
of the College.
At a meeting in the office some two weeks ago, at which there were
probably twenty persons present, there was vigorous protest against
alleged practices by members of the Poultry staff.I promised those
present that the matters mentioned would be given consideration, but
requested that a written statement be filed giving specific reference to
the various matters objected to by the poultry people.I am just in re-
ceipt of this statement, and am forwarding the same to you.
There have been a great many complaints of one kind or another
against the Poultry Department, extending back over at least a year or
more.I shall appreciate it if you will kindly give the whole matter very
careful consideration and submit a report of your findings, with recom-
mendations.
Should the policy of the department be sound and the activities of
the members of the departmental staff unobjectionable, it ought not be
difficult to convince the poultrymen of the state of this fact, and thereby
avoid further discontent and agitation.If, on the other hand, there
should be justification in the claims of the poultry raisers, steps should
be taken at once, of course, to insure any change or improvement neces-
sary.
If you should desire, I should be glad to confer with you at any
time regarding any matters under consideration in connection with the




Enclosures to Director Mans.A STATEMENT OF FACTS AND POLICY
OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
CORVALLIS, OREGON
February 18, 1927.
Mr. Ray L. Smith,
Page, Page & Ray L. Smith,
Salem, Oregon.
Dear Mr. Smith:
I am in receipt of your letter enclosing statement of the poultrymen.
I am referring the same to Director Jardine, of the Experiment Station,
Dean Cordley, of the School of Agriculture, and Director Mans, of the
Extension Service, with the request that a thorough investigation be
made at once and a report submitted covering all the different questions
at issue.Director Jardine is on his way East to attend the conference
with Federal officials, but will return within a few days.The investiga-
tion will be made as rapidly as possible.As soon as the report is re-
ceived it will be given immediate consideration and a decision arrived at
without delay.I shall then communicate with you, and through you




OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
CORVALLIS. OREGON
June 1, 1927.
President \V. J. Kerr,
Campus.
Dear Sir:
in accordance with your instructions by letter of February 18, we
have made a thorough investigation of the complaints by certain poultry-
men in their written statement, under date of February 12.Full investi-
gation has been made, also, in connection with inquiries by the same
group of poultrymen in their supplemental written statement, under date
of March 3, 1927.
We respectfully submit the following report. The delayed action is
regretted, but it has been unavoidable, inasmuch as your instructions
were to make a thorough study.Such a study necessitated securing
technical information and reliable statements of practice in other institu-
tions throughout the United States.
The reports and information secured are voluminous. To facilitate
reading and action by you we have attempted to present the more es-
sential facts and deductions in this statement.More complete data in
the form of exhibits are attached.Letters from other institutions are on
file and available, should you desire them.
Facts concerning Bacillary White Diarrhea and its control.
The protests of the poultry complaint in question have to do in
large part with activities by members of the Poultry Department in
connection with the movement for improvement of poultry laying flocks
by establishing certified and accredited stock.Supervised testsfor6 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Bacillary White Diarrhea in Poultry are important in connection with
this movement.
Your committee, therefore, deemed it important first to make a
study of the scientific data and results of practice, as a basis for deciding
what should be the policy of the College in connection with this whole
movement.
Scientific basis of Baciflary White Diarrhea tests.
The results of experimentation and research and the opinions and
recommendations of leading veterinarians in the United States were as-
sembled at the direction of your committee by Dr. B. T. Simms and Dr.
W. T. Johnson of the Veterinary Medicine Department. Their report is
attached as Exhibit A 1.[Exhibit A 1 is printed on pages 55.61.]
White Diarrhea has been recognized by science for twenty-five years
since the disease was first described by Dr. Rettger of Yale University.
Dr. Rettger isolated the organism which causes the disease, and showed
that the infection is passed from the infected hen to her chick through
the egg.Later demonstrations indicate that the disease causes economic
loss in three ways:
1. Decreased production by the infected hens.
2. Decreased hatchability of eggs from infected hens.
3. Increased mortality among chicks hatched from infectedeggs.
The agglutination test is recognized nationally as a reliable method of
diagnosing White Diarrhea.
This test was first suggested by Dr. Jones of Cornell University
about 14 years ago.Within three years thereafter the Massachusetts
and Connecticut stations published bulletins advocating theuse of the
test as a means of control and eradication of White Diarrhea.
In 1915 our own veterinary laboratory tested our College flock and
one commercial breeding flock near Corvallis.Trap-nest records showed
the infected hens in the college flocks well below the disease-free hens
in production and both Professor Dryden and the commercial poultry-
man reported better livability of their chicks as a result of culling
infected birds.
Under date of July 18, 1925, Dr. J. R. Mohler, Chief of the Bureau
of Animal Industry, U. S. D. A., distributed a mimeograph circular giving
excerpts from replies received from leading veterinarians relative to
Control of Bacillary White Diarrhea.Rettger of Yale; Gage of Massa-
chusetts; Bushnell of K. S. A. C.; Stafseth of M. A. C.; Craig of Purdue;
Runnels of Virginia; Murray of Iowa State College, all reported favor-
ably upon the agglutination test as a means of diagnosis and control of
\Vhitc Diarrhea.Other laboratories including New Hampshire, New
Jersey, Illinois, Missouri, Washington and California have reported suc-
cessful use of the test.The Wisconsin station is the only one which has
reported unsatisfactory results.
Dr. W. A. Hooker of the Office of Experiment Stations, U. S. D. A.
in 1925, in a review of investigations of Bacillary White Diarrhea con-
cludes:A STATEMENT OF FACTS AN1) POLICY
"The work with B. pullorunt as here reviewed would seem to support
the conclusion of Beaudette in 1925 that more is probably known of this
disease than any other malady of the common fowl and it would appear
that a sound basis has been laid for practical control and even eradica-
tion.* * * It is not too much to say that when the accreditation work,
now in its infancy, has become universally adopted and the disease prac-
tically elimnated from American poultry yards the saving as a result
will far exceed the total amount now appropriated annually for research
work at the experiment stations."
The Committee on Poultry Diseases of the U. S. Livestock Sanitary
Association at a meeting December 1-3, 1926, reported in part as follows:
"Bacillary IVhite Diarrhea.
"This disease * * * constitutes a most serious menace to the poultry
industry as it is now organized.In the organization of this industry,
large hatcheries, using the eggs of a great number of flocks, distribute
their output of day old chicks to a numerous clientele.They thus contribute
to the dissemination of disease whenever the eggs of virus-carrying fowls
are used in their operations. * * *[Italics ours.]
"Your committee is fully agreed that the agglutination test may be made
the basis of a procedure to eliminate infection and as a means helpful
in the maintenance of clean flocks. * * * Efforts are already under way
in consummation of this ideal. * * * A demand is developing for regula-
tory work."
The foregoing gives briefly the conclusions of leading agencies,
veterinarians and poultrymen of the United States, relative to Bacillary
White Diarrhea and the agglutination test as a means of diagnosis and
control.
Testing for White Diarrhea is nation-wide.
The report of Doctor Simms and Doctor Johnson, Exhibit A 1, in-
cludes available records showing the increase in number of birds tested
for White Diarrhea in eighteen states, during the past few years.The
State of Washington, for example, made only 3,000 tests in 1923-24 and
200,000 tests in 1926-27; tests in Pennsylvania increased 17 times between
1924 and 1927; from S flocks tested in 1921-22, Kansas increased to 153
flocks tested in 1925-26.Exhibits A 2 and A 3 give additional data fur-
nished by the U. S. Department of Agriculture and state colleges and
universities.
Massachusetts and Connecticut began field work with this test more
than twelve years ago and are still testing birds in increasing numbers.
There has been practically no coercion.Requests have originated
with poultrymen themselves, as indicated in Exhibit A 1.
Testing in Oregon.
As already stated, our laboratories began testing for White Diarrhea
in 1915.Requests for testing are increasing each year.Approximately
8,000 tests were conducted during the year 1925-26, and from October 1,
1926, to February 1, 1927, something over 29,000 tests were conducted,
according to the report of Doctor Simms and Doctor Johnson, Exhibit
A 1.These tests involved 26,381 females, and 2,982 males.Of the fe-
males, 10.41% proved to be reactors. One flock was found to show 50%
reactors, and a number of others showed 30% up to 40%. According to
Doctor Simms and Doctor Johnson, we are not in a position at present8 OREGON STATE AGRICIJLTLTRAL COLLEGE
to say that any of the flocks tested are entirely free of infection.The
Oregon flocks tested this year numbered 70, distributed over Western
Oregon.
One of our most successful poultry breeders has carried the state-
ment in his catalogue that his birds are tested for Bacillary White Diar-
rhea, Exhibit F.Apparently, Oregon poultrymen who have had most
experience with the test seem well satisfied with results.Regarding
criticism, Doctor Simms and Doctor Johnson report as follows:
"We have heard indirectly of some little criticism of the accuracy
of the test as coming from a few of the Oregon hatcherymen, none of
whom has had any testing done.The two who have apparently been
most active in such criticisms requested their local veterinarian to test
their flocks.This would indicate they probably have at least some faith
in the test."
The statement of Doctor B. T. Simms and Doctor W. T. Johnson,
Exhibit A 1, gives much further information relative to findings from
tests and laboratory diagnosis by the Oregon Station.These tests indi-
cate, as stated above, a high percentage of infected birds in some flocks.
The examination of chicks brought to the laboratory for diagnosis and
determination of the causes of loss show that our poultrymen who pur-
chase day-old chicks, in some cases at least, have suffered heavy losses
due to infection with Bacillary White Diarrhea.The case discussed in
Exhibit A 1, where a poultryman purchased 600 baby chicks and within
two weeks had lost 350 of them, indicates the possible seriousness of
this disease.Of the many chicks brought to the laboratory and diag-
nosed to have Bacillary White Diarrhea, in only one case did the dis-
eased chicks originate from a tested flock.
As stated by Doctor Sirnms and Doctor Johnson, "all agglutination
test records, together with the records in connection with the above-men-
tioned chicks, in which Bacillary Diarrhea was diagnosed are on file" in
the Department of Veterinary Medicine.
White Diarrhea quarantine requires test for interstate shipments.
A bacillary white diarrhea quarantine has been declared to go into
effect August 1, 1927. The following facts in connection with this quar-
antine are important here: From Exhibit A 1, reported by B. T. Simms:
"In June of 1926, the Live Stock Sanitary authorities of the State
of Washington issued a quarantine order effective August 1, 1926, pre-
venting the shipment of chicks or hatching eggs into Washington, unless
they came from tested stock. A Committee of poultrymen from Oregon,
together with some California people, met with the Washington Live
Stock Sanitary authorities in July of that year, and requested that this
quarantine be amended to become effective August 1, 1927.This request
was granted.
"The officers of the Oregon Poultry Association then appeared be-
fore the Oregon State Live Stock Sanitary Board, of which one of us
(B. T. S.) is a member, and requested that our state adopt the same
regulations.All members of the board present at the meeting voted to
grant this request from the poultry people.
"It would seem that these states have not acted prematurely.Al-
ready the live stock sanitary authorities of the states of Illinois, New
Jersey, Delaware, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Connecticut and Texas are
iecognizing officially tested flocks, while Maine, New Hampshire, Massa.A STATEMENT OF FACTS AND POLICY 9
chusetts, Michigan, and probably others have semi-official organizations
which accredit tested flocks.
'Since Washington and Oregon issued their quarantines, Idaho has
issued a similar proclamation.
"Soon after the quarantine order was issued, the Oregon Accredited
Hatchery and Breeders Cooperative was organized.The members re-
quested the State Live Stock Sanitary Board to deputize their inspector
as an official having power to collect blood samples for official testing
for Bacillary White Diarrhea.This was done."
Any poultryman could have tests made.
At the suggestion of our experiment station veterinarians, the Live
Stock Sanitary Board and representatives of the poultry industry agreed
upon a plan whereby a competent individual was deputized to collect
blood samples for tests of flocks which would not be visited by the in-
spector of the Oregon Accredited Hatchery and Breeders Association.
See exhibit A 1.[Pages 55-61.]
This action was taken so that poultrymen who were not members
of the above association would have a satisfactory arrangement for
testing.
In connection with the quarantine and testing we wish to make
clear that officials of the College did not foster the quarantine.Further
that following the quarantine steps were taken to provide a means
whereby all poultrymen could have tests made if they desired them.In
no case has there been coercion to promote testing.
Conclusion.
In view of the foregoing facts your committee can but conclude:
(1) That Bacillary White Diarrhea is a serious disease of poultry; (2)
That its spread can be minimized and ultimately the disease can be
controlled through properly supervised agglutination tests; (3) That the
rapid increase in such testing throughout the country would seem to
make imperative constructive work along the same line in Oregon if its
poultry industry is to grow and thrive in competition with the industry
in sections nearer markets; (4) That the College should assist in every
way practicable and proper in the control of the disease and the building
up of flocks in the state.
With the foregoing facts in mind your Committee has studied the
poultry complaints point by point.Our findings and recommendations
follow.
For convenience of the reader, the complaint and the reply are ar-
ranged in parallel columns. Points of the complaint that are deemed the
essence of the problem to be discussed are repeated briefly in the reply
as they are taken up point by point.Certain of the exhibits, for the
complaint as well as the reply, are inserted in their normal place in the
text; others are printed as appendices following the main argument.10 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE










In accordance with your
suggestion and at the re-
quest of a number of poul-
trymen who met at your
office today for the pur-
pose ofdiscussing with
you certain matters relat-
ing to the poultry indus-
try,Iam handing you
herewiththeir statement
of the matter there dis-
cussed and alsocertain
exhibitswhichareat-Use of college man's name tached to their statement in advertisemetits. by way of confirming the
same. (Point One, Par. 3, Page 1 of Complaint)
Very truly yours, The complaint of February 12, paragraph
RAY L. SMITH. 3, page 1, calls attention to three advertise-
ments in which the reader is referred to A.
Corvallis, Oregon,C. Lunn, Secretary "Oregon Hatchery and
February 12th, 1927.Breeder'sCooperative,"PoultryDepart-
Hon. W. J. Kerr, Presi- ment, 0. A. C. for further information.
dent, Those signing the complaint claim that:
"For a professor of the College to permit Oregon Agricultural Col-his name to be used inthe manner as
lege, shown by these exhibits naturally results
Corvallis, Oregon. in discrimination against those who are not
members ofthe Accredited Association, Dear Mr. Kerr: and gives rise to criticism against the col-
Pursuanttoyourre-lege."
quest at a meeting which
we held with you on this
date, we the undersigned,
poultrymen and hatchery-
men of the State of Ore-
gon, herewith submit the
following statement of theA STATEMENT OF FACTS AND POLICY 11
matterswhich wedis-
cussed with you at that
time together with certain
exhibits in support there-
of:
We and also a consider-
able number of other poul-




ployed for a considerable
time past by certain pro-
fessors of the poultry di-
vision of our Oregon Ag-
ricultural C o 1 le g eand
which we feel discriminate
against poultrymen of Or-
egon who are not mem-
bers of the Oregon State
Certifiedand Accredited
HatcheryandBreeders
Cooperative which we will
hereafter refer to as the
Accredited Association.
Concreteexamplesof
such discrimination are to
be found in the January
1927 issue of the Pacific
Homestead on page 21, al-
so the Pacific Poultryman,
January 1927, page 52 and
Poultrycraft January,
1927, page 37,copiesof
which are hereto attached,
marked "Exhibit A," "Ex-
hibit B" and "Exhibit C"
respectively.For a pro-
fessor of the College to
permithis name tobe
usedinthe manner as
shown by these exhibits
naturallyresultsindis-
crimination against those
who are not members of
h eAccreditedAssoci-
ation and givesriseto
criticism against the Col-
lege.
[Exhibits A, B, and C
are inserted on pages 12
and13.The complaint
continues on page 15.]
Members of the college staff have for
years acted in the capacity of Secretary for
various organizations.The following ap-
pointments are in effect at the present time:
Professor P. M. Brandt, Secretary of the
Oregon Dairy Association; and President
of the Oregon Creamery Operators Associ-
ation.
Professor V. D. Chappell, Secretary of
the Oregon Buttermakers' Association; and
Secretary of the North Pacific Cooperative
Creameries.
Profesor H. N. Colman, Supervisor of
Official Testing of dairy cattle; Secretary
ofthe Oregon DairyBullRegistration
Board.
Professor W. L. Powers, Secretary of the
Oregon Irrigation Congress; and Secretary
of the Oregon Drainage Association.
Professor C.E. Schuster, Secretary of
the Oregon Nut Growers' Association.
Professor C. L. Long, Secretary of the
Oregon State Horticultural Society.
Professor 0. M. Nelson, Secretary of the
Oregon Shropshire Breeders' Association.
Professor B. W. Rodenwold, Secretary
of the Oregon Stallion Registration Board.
The general attitude of the people of the
state toward the College engaging in such
activities is indicated by the fact that ad-
ministration of the Dairy Bull Registration
work, the Stallion Registration work, and
similar activities in connection with fertiliz-
er inspection and certification, insecticide
and fungicide inspection and certification,
are assigned to the College by law. For the
most part, the duties of secretaries in the
cases listed above are assigned to college
staff members by due election of the re-
spective organizations.In fact,itisex-
tremely difficult for the staff members to
avoid such service because the respective
agricultural industries definitely request it.
With the exception of the complaint under
discussion here, this type of service appar-
ently has been appreciated as evidenced by
the fact that many of the men have been
secretariesinthecapacity indicatedfor
years.12 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Exhibit A There is ample precedent in our own in-
stitution, therefore, for Professor Lunn act-
ing as secretary of the state organization
when duly elected in accordance with the
rules and regulations of said organization.
We find also that in most states where
agencies for certification and accreditation SE of poultry have been organized some mem-
ber of the college or university staff acts
gsa H./cjsrj. as secretary until the organization is well
established.Regarding this practice M. A.
jull, head of the poultry work for the Fed-
eral Department of Agriculture comments
Pay No More and as follows: (Exhibit A 2, par. 1, pages 61-
Get The Best 62.)
'or list of members write to "In order to doofficialaccreditation
A .G. LUNN, Secy.
Poultry Dept. 0. A. C work it must be backed by some official
Corvallis. Ore, state institution and, in the great majority
of states, the agricultural college is spon-
Exhibit B soring the work.Without official backing
of some kind, the accreditation work prob-
ably would not receive recognition from the
Department here, or it might not count for
much even in your own state."
In the twenty-four states listed by Dr. jull,
Exhibit A 2, members of the college or uni-
versity staffare immediately responsible
for the work in fifteen.In most of the STATE
others specialists from State Departments FlEDACcREDITED
r
of Agriculture or other state agencies are
re.dsrsCo.psreIiVs responsible.Exhibits A 2 and A 3 give
more complete information as to practice
in other states and indicate conclusively
that Oregon was following a general prac-
y OLJ
tice in electing a member of the College
Poultry Department to serve as secretary
PAY MORE of the "Hatchery and Breeders Coopera-
tive."[Exhibits A 2 and A 3 are printed
AND on pages 61.65.]
GET THE BEST The use of a college man's name, when
secretary,in connection with advertising
WHEN YOU BUY by the Hatchery and Breeders Cooperative
OREGON STATE Association also is the practice in a number
of states and Canada.Exhibits B 1 to B 9
CERTIFIED or are examples either identical or similar to
ACCREDITED thepracticecomplainedof.These are
BABY CHICKS
merely cases which have come to our at-
tention.They represent British Columbia,
Oregoa Hatchery sod Breeders' Ontario, Manitoba, Michigan Agricultural
Co.operatiy. College, Ohio State University, University
For list of members write to of Kentucky.[Exhibits B 3, B 4, B 5, B 9
A. C. LUNN. Secretary are printed on the pages next following;
Poultry Dept. 0. A. C., Corvallis, B 1, B 2, B 6, B 7, B 8 are printed on pages
Ore. 65.68.]A STATEMENT OF FACTS AND POLICY 13
Exhibit C Exhibit B 3
Oregon Layers Lead the
World in Production
Offlelni In.pected. .,d te.ted for
B. W. D.For forther loformo-
tin nd list of member., writes
PROP. A. 0. LiJNN







Breeders of Poultry with
Appearance:Performance:Stamina
and High Breeding Qualities
F. N. Marcellus, Sec'y.,O.A.C., Guelph, Ontario
In the case complained of, the advertising
was prepared and placed by the advertising
committee of the Association without Pro-
fessor Lunn's knowledge.His name was
used because he is secretary of the organ-
ization and perhaps following the practice
cited elsewhere.Professor Lunn requested.
that his name be omitted even before the
complaint of February 12.At thetimer
however, an issue of the paper, as we under-
stand, was on the press and the change was
delayed.
While your committee disapproves of
such use of the names of College staff mem-
bers, we do not feel that the case in ques-
tion constitutes any serious discrimination14 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Exhibit B 4
The







Address all Association Correspondence
to
J. E. HUMPHREY, Secretary
Lexington, Ky.
against poultrymen who are not members
of the Association.
-In conclusion on this point of the com-
plaint, your committee respectfully recom-
mend:
1. That members of the College staff con-
tinue to act in the capacity of secretary of
state organizations when such service is at
the request and due election of the respect-
ive state organizations.
2. That the use of the names of College









to those protested by the complainants in
Exhibits A, B, and C, accompanying their
complaint of February 12 be disapproved as
a policy of the College, and staff members
so notified.
Professor Lunn's radio address.
(Point Two, Par. 4, Page 1 of complaint)
In paragraph 4, page 1 of the February 12
These are not the onlycomplaint is the following statement:
instancesofdiscrimina-"Professor Lunn spoke of the public's
tion against non-membersbeing safe in dealing with members of the
made by Professor LunnAccreditedAssociation,asagainstnon-
members of the Accredited Association who
ofwhich wecomplain,according to Professor Lunn's statements
Another instance is his ra-are using falseadvertising and areun-
dio talk made on Monday,scrupulous breeders and hatcherymen who
February 7th over KOAC,would buy their eggs anywhere from hap-16 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
280 meter wave length.
Professor Lunn spoke of
the Public's being safe in
dealing with members of
theAccreditedAssocia-
tion, as against non-mem-
bers of the Accredited As-
sociation who according
to Professor Lunn's state-
ments are using false ad-
vertising and are unscrup-
ulous breeders and hatch-
erymen who would buy
their eggs anywhere from
haphazardly bredstock;
that he thus included all
non-members as being un-
scrupulous.Only about
one-fourth of the hatching
capacity of the State of
Oregon is represented in
theAccreditedAssocia-
tion and we feel that a
public apology is due the
non-membersfromPro-
fessor Lunn over KOAC,
280 meter wave length in
the regular Monday even-
ing poultry lecture and so
advertisedi nadvanc&
through the press or ra-
dio schedules. The college
files doubtless contain the
original address as deliv-
ered by Professor Lunn
to which we respectfully
refer you.
[TheComplaintcon tin-










As approved by the Michigan State College. and the
Michigan Poultry Improvement Association, East Lansing
hazardly bred stock; that he thus included
all non-members as being unscrupulous."
Professor Lunn's radio talk complained
of was written in advance and was read
over the radio. The part of this paper com-
plained of is attached as Exhibit C.[Ex-
hibit C is printed on pages 68-701.
We have examined this manuscript care-
fully and do not find in it statements by
Professor Lunn to justify the above state-
ment in the complaint.On page 4, para-
graph 2 of his manuscript, Professor Lunn
states as follows:
"For the few minutes remaining I wish
to discuss with you the work of accredita-A STATEMENT OF FACTS AND PoLIcY 17
tion and certification.To date there has
been no plan, or,it would be better to
say, no practical plandeveloped for the
registration of poultry in the United States
asprevailswithfarmanimals.About
the only check the public has had upon
the breeder's work has been theresults
of the egg-laying contests.Because of
this fact, our poultry breeders havebeen
to a great extent handicapped.The un-
scrupulous breeder and hatchery have taken
advantage of the great demand for chicks.
False statements have been made inadver-
tising, and the buying public has had no
means of obtaining a guarantee or assur-
ance that the stock purchased waswhat it
was claimed to be."
The foregoing statement by Professor
Lunn obviously applies to the poultry in-
dustry of the United States, and not to
Oregon; it applies to all producers without
reference to accreditation.
On page 6, paragraph 1, of his paper, Pro-
fessor Lunn makes the followingstate-
ment:
'The benefit the breeder derives from
this is the fact that he can assure the pros-
pective customer that his stock is what he
claims it to be.Of course, itis not thought
possible, nor could it be expected that the
association will make an honest breeder out
of a dishonest one.It does mean, however,
that should a member not carry on his
work according to thrules and regulations
of the association he is deprived of mem-
bership."
This quotation follows discussion by Pro-
fessor Lunn which pointed out that the
main advantage of accreditation will be to
the purchaser of stock, rather than to the
producer.Professor Lunn points out, how-
ever, that the breeder will have theadvan-
tage, under accreditation,of having his
work and records officially supervised and
that he will benefit from this in the fact
that he can assure prospective customers
that his stock is what he claims it to be.
His statement quoted above does not justi-
fy the statement of the complaint that Pro-
fessor Lunn classed all unscrupulous breed-
ers as among non-members of theassocia-
tion.It directly admits that the association
can not make an honest breeder out of a
dishonest one.18 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
In our judgment, Professor Lunn's state-
ment is a general statement, fairly repre-
senting, in a mild way, the actual situation.
It was not intended to discriminate against
any individual hatchery or non-members of
the association.In support of this opinion,
we quote the following from Exhibit A 1,
presenting facts which are definitely known
to the College:
"Under date of February 28 five chicks
were brought to us which were hatched by
a well known Oregon hatcheryman.This
flock of chicks numbered 600 at one week
of age at which age they were purchased.
Chicks from this flock were brought to us
when they were three weeks old, at which
time they had lost 350 of the 600.Bacterio-
logicalexaminationofthefivechicks
brought us showed infection in four, which
in our opinion, as determined by running
laboratory tests, was bacillary diarrhea in-
fection.
"The hatcheryman from whom these
chicks were purchased is among those who
are most bitterly opposed to the applica-
tion of this method of control. We have
just recently had an opportunity to testa
number of breeding fowls in a flock supply-
ing eggs to the above mentioned hatchery.
Forty-one blood samples from this flock
were brought us for a diagnosis.24.39% of
these blood samples gave positive reaction,
indicating that this flock is a severely in-
fected one.It is not improbable that the
chicks above mentioned came from this
flock.Furthermore, we have information
from the owner of the flock from which
the above 41 blood samples came that he is
having material losses in his chicks.In
fact this is what induced him to bringus
the blood samples for diagnosis.
"The agglutination test record of this
flocks as well as all others whichwe have
conducted, together with the records incon-
nection with the above mentioned chicks, in
which bacillary diarrhea was diagnosed,are
all on file in this office." (Exhibit A 1.)
It is not the policy of your committee to
indicate the individual flocks or hatcheries
having troubles similar to the above.As
stated in the quotation, however, therec-
ords are available and the proponents of
the complaint may get further information
on the individual cases if desired.A STATEMENT OF FACTS AND POLICY 19
A further complaint is
that the Poultry Depart-
ment of the College has
circulated lists containing
but a small portion of the
poultrymen and hatchery-
men of the state. See "Ex-
hibit D" attached.Isit
just to discriminate
against poultrymen of the
statebyleavingtheir
There is little reason to doubt that the
hatcheryman concerned in the above case
either has or might readily obtain informa-
tion indicating that he is purchasingand
hatching eggs from infected flocks. He un-
doubtedly has or could obtain information
indicating that purchasers of his stock are
having unexpected losses.
When we speak of the poultrymen of the
state we have in mind thousands ofsmall
flock and large flock owners who buy baby
chicks, as compared with a much smaller
number who hatch eggs and sell chicks.
The welfare and progress of the poultry
industry depend upon high quality of stock
being placed in the hands of the many flock
owners, if the industry inOregon is going
to compete with the industry inneighbor-
ing and distant states where improvement
of stock is being pushed aggressively.
In conclusion on this point, your commit-
tee is strongly of the opinion that the state-
ment quoted from the complaint ofFebru-
ary 12 is not warranted by theactual facts
in Professor Lunn's radio talk, and that no
public apology, or even censure, is merited.
It is the further opinion of the committee
that the College will not be performing the
duty expected of it by poultrymen of the
state who purchase chicks if staffmembers
do not assist in bringing about discontinua-
tion of hatching and selling chicks from
eggs known or suspected ofbeing infected
to the extent indicated in the quotation
above from Exhibit A 1.[Exhibit A 1is
printed on pages 55-61.J
Sending out lists of poultrymen and
hatcheries.
(Point Three, Par. 5, Page 1 of complaint)
Paragraph 5, page 1 of the complaint pro-
tests against the Poultry Department of the
College sending out lists containing but a
small portion of the poultrymen and hatch-
erymen of the state.This paragraph con-
cludes with the statement:
"Thus it appears that Professor Lunn not
only has discriminated against non-mem-
bers, but also against members of the or-
ganization which he serves, since a special20 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
names out of such lists orfew seemed to be on these lists as above
directories? It is not prac-referred to."
ticable or possible to in-TheCollegereceivesmanyinquiries dude allon suchlists,which can be answered only by givingone Again a county agent cir-or more names of poultrymen or hatcheries.
culated a letter containingThe Poultry Department for fifteenyears a list of a few poultrymenhas been sending out lists such as the corn-
and hatcheries as comingplaint objects to.
directly to him from Mr.A similar practice has been followed in Cosby.See "Exhibit E"handling inquiries for seed of grains and attached.Furthermore, itother crops. appearst h a tProfessor
Lunn has circulated a let- Your committee, however, wished to be
ter containing a list of aentirely fair in the matter, and,.if possible,
few poultrymen and hatch-find a more satisfactory way of meeting the
erymen of the Accreditedcall for service which comes through such
Association.S e e"Ex-inquiries.Information was requested of
hibit F."Thus it appearsthe Federal Government and a number of
that Professor Lunn notother institutions as to the practice in this
onlyh a sdiscriminatedregard.
against non-members but Exhibit A 2 [see pages 61-63] gives the
also against members ofpractice of the Federal Governmentas fol-
the organization which helows:
serves, since a special few"Regarding the inquiry in your last para-
seem to be on these listsgraph,wehandleinquiriesconcerning
as above referred to. breeders of poultry of all sorts in a very
simple way. We give such inquirersa few [Exhibits D, E, and Fnames of breeders and then have the fol-
arepresented on pageslowing closing paragraph:
39-41.] "'The Department can not undertake to
[TheComplaintCofltiflgive a complete list of such breeders and
ues onpage 21.] no discrimination is intended if the name
of any breeder is omitted; nor is the De-
partment in a position to guarantee the
reliability of any of those named.'
Our neighboring stateof Idaho sends
out a list of accredited poultry flocks, as
indicated in the official document attached
to Exhibit B 7.According to a report of
March 14 from Idaho, the poultrymen of
the state want this list sent out.[Exhibit
B 7 appears on pages 67-68.1
MassachusettsCollege Poultry Depart-
ment recommends only stock from Associ-
ation members. A report from Washington
State College states: "A list of all mem-
bers of the Accredited Association would
be confusing to the party inquiring for ba-
bychicks.We thereforeselecta few
names from the list."The University of
Kentucky sends out a printed list of the
Association members to parties inquiring
for stock.Such a list is shown in Exhibit
B 4.[Page 14.]A STATEMENT OF FACTS AND POLICY 21
Complaint is made that
bytheaccreditedrules
and regulations the Col-
lege or the Poultry De-
partment assumes the role
of a dictator. Also the de-
partment seems to assume
a role of selling agent for
a special few.This is not
just. A copy of these rules
and regulations are hereto
attached, marked "Exhibit
G" and "Exhibit H" re-
spectively.Just what are
the duties of the Poultry
The policy of these and other institutions
is summarized in Exhibit P attached.[Ex-
hibit D is printed on pages 70-71.]
Itis the belief of your committee that
the College would be denying a service to
many small flock owners who have not
ready access to newspapers and journals
containingadvertisements, and thatthe
College would be censured should the Poul-
try Department discontinue its practice of
sending one or more names of poultrymen
or hatcheries in reply to inquiries forsuch
information.Undoubtedly the Poultry De-
partment staff would, be saved much labor
and some criticism if this practice could be
discontinued.
With full knowledge of the difficulties,
the slight injustices, and the possible com-
plaints, your committee still believes and
recommends that the College in the imme-
diate future reply to inquiries of this char.
acter in form similar to the quotation above
from the Federal Government statement,
Exhibit A 2.[See pages 61-63.]
Your committee further advises that the
institution give careful consideration to the
advisability of sending out only a list of
accredited flocks and hatcheries.If such
is to be the policy in other states the time,
perhaps, is not far distant when Oregon
must adopt a like policy to maintain the
standing of itspoultry industry and its
hatcheries.
The role of a dictator.
(Point Four, Par. 6, Page 1 of complaint)
Paragraph 6, page 1, of the February 12
complaint states as follows:
"Complaint is made that by the accredit-
ed rules and regulations, the College or
the Poultry Department assumes the role
of a dictator.Also that the department
assumes a role of selling agent for a special
few."
In 1925 the President of the Oregon Poul-
trymen's Association appointed a commit-
tee to consider the matter of accreditation
and certification.Professor A. G. Lunn
was appointed chairman of that committee.
Each part of the work of the committee
was assigned to a sub-committee. The sub-22 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Department and its mem-committees reported back tothe whole
bers?Are they solvingcommittee, which considered the sub-corn-
problems and givingin-mittee reports separately.In reporting fur-
struction or are they as-ther on the progress of the committee, Pro-
suming the role of dicta-fessor Lunn has filed a statement as fol-
tor and selling agent? lows:
[Exhibits G and H are"It is a fact that the Rules and Regula-
printed on pages 41-47.] tions as finally adopted were not the same
[The Complaintcontin-as presented to the Poultry Association at
its annual meeting, the fact of the matter nez on page 23.] being that at that time the entire work took
on an entirely different aspect and instead
of being centered around the hatcheries it
developed to be more of a breeders' propo-
sition.For this reason, the president of
the Association instructed the committee to
make any changes or draw up any plans
found necessary to meet the requirements
and to get the work started.The entire
committee went to work on this proposi-
tion, together with the officers of the Asso-
ciation and it was finally decided to leave
the matter in the hands of a sub-committee
of three, with instructions that we mold
our Oregon plan as closely to that of the
Washington plan as our special conditions
would permit.This was done.
"The Rules and Regulations were printed
and copies of them sent to 700 people on
our mailing list. Before this, however, these
rules and regulations were adopted at a
meeting of the committee in Salem.Re-
garding the cooperative feature to which
objection seems to be raised, this was mere-
ly put in for the purpose of having the as-
sociation incorporated under special laws
regarding fees which make concessions to
cooperative organizations."
M. A. Jull, Head of the Poultry Division,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, in his re-
cent letter on this point states that:
"In order to do official accreditation work
it must be backed by some official state in-
stitutionand,inthegreat majority of
states, the agricultural college is sponsoring
the work. Without official backing of some
kind, the accreditation work probably would
not receive recognition from the depart-
ment here, or it might not count for much
even in your own state."
Examination of the replies from the Fed-
eral Government and other states indicates
that the general practice of College staff
members assuming an active part in the ac-
creditation work bears out Dr. Jull's state-
ment. We are thoroughly convinced thatA STATEMENT OF FACTS AND POLICY 23
members of the Poultry Department were
not dictatorial.They were appointed by
the president of the Oregon Poultry Asso-
ciation to assist in performing certain tasks
under his instructions. In his voluntary let-
ter of March 16, copy attached as exhibitH
3, Mr. C. D. Nickelson, the formerofficer
who made the appointment, states as fol-
lows:
"It would have been impossible to get
the work started without the aid of the Col-
lege.The College has functioned efficient-
ly in the matter, and only the type who
would have assisted to crucify the Man of
Galilee, are now seeking to hold in disre-
pute the efforts of your staff whohave
made it possible .to proceed with the work."
[Exhibit H 3 appears in full on pages 79-
80.]
It is the opinion of your committee that
the College should support the accredita-
tion movement and that the officers of the
Poultry Department have not acted improp-
erly but have done their best to give the
assistance requested and expected by the
Oregon Poultrymen's Association.
When in the field whatCollege man answering questions.
does Mr. Cosby tellthe
people when they ask him(Point Five, Par. 2, Page 2 of the Febru-
where baby chicks can be ary 12 complaint)
purchased?See "Exhibit The complainants, in paragraph 2, page
E."[Exhibit E is printed2 of their February 12 complaint, ask:
on pages 39-40.1 "When in the field what does Mr. Cosby
[The Complaintcontifl-tell the people when they ask him where
ues on pane 24.] baby chicks can be purchased?"
Mr. Cosby's reply is attached as Exhibit
E 1.[Pages 71.72.]Professor Lunn con-
firms Mr. Cosby's reply that:
"It has been the policy of the Extension
Poultry Specialist to give direct answers
to the questions asked by poultry keepers
and taxpayers throughout the state and
when asked for, incomplete lists of refer-
ences have been givn."
Your committee are convinced that effort
has been made to avoid discrimination and
yet perform the service expected andin
our judgment important.
We recommend, therefore, that all mem-
bers of the Poultry Department follow the
practice recommended in our reply to Point
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Furthermore some poul-Use of College men as references.
trymen are using the col-(Point Six, Par. 3, Page 2 of complaint)
lege or members as refer-Where poultrymen refer prospective cus-
ences.See "Exhibit I."tomers to the Poultry Department or to
One can readily see thatany department of the agricultural division
such a practice is readilyof the College, they do 9tat their own susceptible of abuse. risk.Itistrue apparently that several
[Exhibit I is printed onpoultrymen do this.Your committee can
page 48] see no objection to this policy as long as
alltaxpayers of the state are given the
[The Complaintcontinsame privilege.
nes on page25.] In his letter, Exhibit H 1, commenting
upon the complaint, the President of the
Oregon Poultryrnen's Association apparent-
ly sees no real objection to this practice
ifthe individual poultrymen haveconfi-
dence in the quality of their stock.[Ex-
hibit H 1is presented on pages 75-78.]
One leading poultryman who signed the
complaint printed in his 1927 Bookleta
letter from a prominent Experiment Station
staff member, in a way which wouldseem
designed to give prospective customers the
impression that the poultryman's stock has
the approval of the College.This same
poultryman in his Booklet reproducesan
article from the Country Gentleman, writ-
ten by James Dryden in 1919, when Mr.
Dryden was well known as head of the
Poultry Department attheCollege.In
this connection you are respectfully referred




Corvallis, Oregon, December 23, 1926.
Mr. J. A. Hanson, Corvallis, Oregon.
My dear Mr. Hanson:
I note that all your breeding hens and your pullets have
been tested for bacillary diarrhea again this year.You ought
to take considerable pride in the fact that you are probably
the first poultryman in the West to offer your customers the
protection against this disease which the test affords.
It is a source of gratification to us to know that you see
fit to continue these annual tests eleven years after we first
began doing this work with your flock.This indicates not
only that you are continuing to protect your customers, but
also that our recommendations have actually produced results
when put into practice in your flock.
Very truly,
OREGON EXPERIMENT STATION,
B. T. Simms, Professor Veterinary Medicine.A STATEMENT OF FACTS AND POLICY 25
Exhibit F 2
the 1927 Booklet of the poultryman referred
to.
We would prefer that poultrymen do not
use the Collegestaff members asrefer-
ences in general practice. However, we can
see no real justification for a campaign to
insist that this practice be discontinued en-
Your attention is agantirely.
calledtothefactthatPooling of orders. some county agents are
pooling ordersfor some(Point Seven, Par. 4, Page 2 of complaint)
hatcheries and breeders as Complaint is made: "That some county
appears from "Exhibit j,agents are pooling orders for some hatcher-
hereto attached.[Printedies and breeders."
on page 48.] In support of this statement, an article
[TheComplaintconhin-from the Oregon Farmer is attached to the
es onpage 26.] complaint as Exhibit J.[Printed on page
48]
County Agent W. B. Tucker, who is re-
ferred to in the printed article, has advised
in his written statement, Exhibit G, as fol-
lows regarding the origin of this article:
The article in question in the Oregon
Farmer was written by Mr. Angell, of the
Oregon Farmer, and he perhaps was misled
in thinking that we pooled orders when I
submitted to him a list of purchasers in
the county, indicating the approximate num-
ber of chicks each had secured that year.
We secured this information by sending out
a circular letter to the poultrymen of the
county asking them to let us know how
many day-old chicks they had purchased
that season.The object was to get a com-
plete list of poultrymen of the county and
see how extensive the operations were. We26 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
We also desire to call
to your attention the fact
that Mr. Cosby, Extension
Specialist, has written and
caused to be printed in
theNorthwestPoultry
Journal at Salem, an arti-
cle from which one would
naturallyinferthatthe
poultrymen of Oregon are
not strictly fair. We be-
lieve this to be unfair to
the poultrymen of Oregon
and that itseffectisto
benefit a few poultrymen
who are members of the
AccreditedAssociation.
See "Exhibit K."[Print-
ed on pages 49-54.]
At the meeting held in
your office this afternoon
we were agreed that any
misuse of official position
of county agents or pro-
fessors of the College rel-
ative to advancing private
interests of any poultry-
man or organizationof
poultrymen should be con-
demned and proper steps
takenofficiallyto have
the practice discontinued.
We cannot readily be-
lievethatthePresident
and the Board of Regents
oftheOregon Agricul-
turalCollege have sanc-
tioned such practices as
those referred to, and we
respectfully ask that ap-
propriateactionbe
promptly taken to correct
the abuses to which we
failed to request each purchaser to indicate
from whom he had purchased his stock."
County Agent Tucker's reply to the com-
plaint is attached as Exhibit G.The facts
obtained indicate that the Oregon Farmer
article included with the complaint as Ex-
hibit J, was in error about County Agent
W. B. Tucker's "pooling orders for some
hatcheries and breeders."[Exhibit G is
printed on pages 73-74.1
(Point Eight, Par. 5, Page 2 of complaint)
Those making the complaint of February
12 attached as Exhibit K an article by H.
E. Cosby entitled "Why Accredited and
Certified Chicks?Fundamental Issues Are
Involved."[Exhibit K is printed on pages
49-54.]
Mr. Cosby's reply to the protest against
this article is included in his statement, Ex-
hibit E 1, pages 71-72.
The facts of Mr. Cosby's article are per-
haps not stated as members of your com-
mittee would state them. After painstaking
study of the whole accreditation and certifi-
cation movement, however, we are con-
vinced that Mr. Cosby in his article has
made a good presentation of the case for
the average poultryman who purchases ba-
by chicks.The statement should not be a
discrimination against the producers of ba-
by chicks who are aware of the general
movement for improved stock and the im-
portance of hatcheries putting out good
quality chicks in order that they can main-
tain markets in the face of keen competi-
tion over a period of years.
We are inclined to believe that it would
be good for the state and the poultry in-
dustry if every poultry keeper could read
the article by Mr. Cosby, complained of
and submitted as Exhibit K, attached to
February 12 complaint.[Pages 49-51.]
An article by the editor of the Reliable
Poultry Journal in the May, 1927, issue, is
a discussion of this and similar issues as
applying to the poultry industry nationally.
In many respects the expressions of the
editor bear out the article by Mr. Cosby.
This journal and the editor are recognized
by thepoultry industryofthe United





























MRS. J. L. RUSSELL,
Corvallis, Oregon.
REPORT ON SUPPLEMENTARY COMPLAINT
OF MARCH 3, 1927
OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
CORVALLIS, OREGON
March 17, 1927.
Director J. T. Jardine,
Oregon State College.
Dear Sir:
I believe the original correspondence from the poultrymen, received
through Ray L. Smith, attorney of Salem, has been referred to you.
Herewith is a supplementary statement just received.This is referred
to you for any attention required.Naturally it should come to Presi-
dent's attention upon his return, and it would probably be best for you
to attach a memorandum of comment and suggestion to the correspond-
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Salem, Oregon,
March 11th, 1927.




I am pleased to hand you herewith supplementary statement of the
poultrymen for your consideration in connection with their original
statement to you of February 12th, 1927.
Thanking you for your careful consideration of the matters therein




Corvallis, Oregon, Under date of March 3, a supplementary
March 3rd, 1927.complaint with signatures typewritten was
received by your office and forwarded to
Hon. W. J. Kerr, Presi- your committee for consideration.
dent,
Oregon Agricultural Col- Thiscomplaintcontainsnodefinite
charges.Your committee feels that as a
lege, general rule the proponents of such state-
Corvallis, Oregon. ments should be definite and present facts
Dear Mr. Kerr: as evidence.Otherwise, the staff of the in-
In connection with ourstitution might spendtheirentire time
answering such inquiries on the part of one statement toyou underor more of the 800,000 people of the state. date of February 12th, weHowever, since the inquiries are a supple-
wish to add the followingment to the complaint of February 12, we
for your consideration, respectfully submit the following statement As poultrymen of Ore-of facts: gon we are inerested in
the poultry department of [The Reply, which coversthe Complaint
our Oregon Agriculturalpoiflt by point, continues on page 29.]
College and in whatit




'With this brief preface,
we wish to make some
suggestion,notmerely
by way of criticism, but,
with the hope that they
may prompt you as Presi-
dentoftheCollegeto
make a careful survey and
investigation of the Poul-
tryDepartmentoftheA STATEMENT OF FACTS AND PoI.ICY 29
College with a view to as-
certaining whether or not
itsaffairs are being effi-
ciently administered and
whether or not itis ren-
dering the service to the
State of Oregon thatit
may reasonably be expect-
ed to render.
We, therefore, wish to
makethefollowingin-
Qualifications of men in the Poultry quiries:
Do the men in charge Department.
of the poultry departmentThe men in the Poultry Department are possessadequatescien-recognized by the institution here and by tific and practical trainingother institutions, as well as by poultrymen and experience to enablein Oregon and poultrymen elsewhere, as them to successfully carryhaving training, experience, ability and in- on the work of this de-tegrity comparable to men occupying simi- partmentinallofitslar positions in other institutions.There branches and phases? Areare a few outstanding men in the United they menofsufficientStates who might render greater service to character and calibretothe State of Oregon, but we must keep in keeptheirheadsabovemind the limitations in the matter of sal- factional controversies andaries an d facilities for the work. impartially render service
to all? Are they men withWithin the past year the entire poultry
highprofessionalidealsdepartment and its activities have been in-
and possessed of a keenvestigated for the poultrymen of the state
sense of their official obli-by a special committee of the Oregon Foul-
gations? trymen's Association.The President of
[The Conzplaintcontiui..the Association in his statement, attached,
ues on page 30.] Exhibit H 1, advises that the committee
made an exhaustive report favorable, on the
whole, to the poultry department when con-
sidering the limitation of funds and facili-
ties available for the work of the depart-
ment.[Exhibit H 1is printed on pages
75-78j
As you know, staff members are em-
ployed under contract for one year only.
The work of each man and his qualifica-
tions, together with the question of changes
in staff, are considered carefully in cooper-
ation with the Executive Office before ap-
pointments are renewed each year.This
annual consideration, together with the re-
cent inspection by a special committee of
the Oregon Poultrymen's Association,is
evidence that the institution has the welfare
of the poultry industry at heart, and is do-
ing its utmost to maintain a qualified staff.30 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
We wish to inquire spe-
cifically whether any pro-
fessor of the poultry de-
partrnenthaspurchased
from the College any poul-
try and if so the details of
the transaction.
[The Complaintcontin-
ues on Page 31]
Purchase of poultry by staff members.
In reply to the inquiry as to "whether
any professor of the poultry department
has purchased from the College any poul-
try, and if so, the details of the transac-
tion"
This inquiry apparently is directed at a
sale of Barred Rock pullets to Professor
Lunn after they had completed their first
year's laying.
It has been the practice to reproduce our
flocks on the home plant each year.The
stock at the end of each year has been sold
and pullets have been hatched for replace-
ment stock from eggs secured from the ex-
perimental flocks on the south farm.Or-
dinarily the hens sold go to the meat mar-
ket.On several occasions, however, some
of these hens after completing all, or part
of their first year's laying, have been sold
to poultrymen. Such sales have never been
advertised and the College has not cared to
sell such stock for breeding purposes be-
cause they are hatched without being pedi-
greed.To make a practice of selling such
stock would not be in line with the policy of
our experimental breeding work and sale of
hatching eggs to poultrymen for breeding pur-
poses.
Two years ago, ratherthan send the
Plymouth Rock hens to market, all birds
laying over 150 eggs, of the flock in ques-
tion, were sold to a poultryman.In this
case the purchaser had full knowledge of
the birds and they were sold to him by re-
quest of a brother who was employed in the
department.
Last year it was again decided that part
ofthe Plymouth Rock hens would be
sold at the close of their first year's laying.
They were offered to at least four different
parties who made inquiries for stock.Ra-
ther than sell them to the meat market,
Professor Lunn purchased them at $2.00
each, about SOc per bird over the market
price.Before the sale was made, however,
the twenty highest producing birds were
removed from the flock and taken to the
station breeding flock. Had Professor LunnA STATEMENT OF FACTS AND POLiCY 31
not purchased the remaining birds for his
own farm they would have gone to market
for meat.
This transaction in no way took unwar-
ranted adyantage of employment by the col-
lege.Outside poultrymen are given prefer-
ence over staff members in purchases.It
is not expected that members of the staff,
however, will spend time looking for pur-
chasers of a small number of birds which
we would care tosell as breeding stock
only under special conditions.
Production records on South Farm.
Is there any rational ex-
planation of how Mr. FoxIn paragraph 7, page 1,of the supple-
withonlystudenthelpmental complaint, under date of March 3,
and with hens from pulletan explanation is requested as to why the
stock was able to surpasspullets in the home plant flocks laid more
therecordwhichMr.eggs than pullets in the experimental flocks.
Knowlton made with hensIn the first place the work on the home
from high grade, parentplant is not done by student help as stated
stocks upe r vis e d byin the complaint. A regular poultryman is
trained help? We respect-employed and has charge of the feeding,
fully request that you in-trap-nesting, records, etc.Occasionally a
vestigate conditions at thesenior student in poultry husbandry assists South Farm of the Col-the regular man.
lege. Further the work of the two plants is
[TheComplaintcontin-carried on with an entirely different object
ues on page32.] in view.
The home plant birds are hatched from
pullet eggs that are produced by the pullets
being tested by the station at the South
Farm.They are all hatched on one date
and a sufficient number is produced to al-
low a rigid culling of the pullets before
they are put into the houses.Once in,
practically no additional cullingisdone
throughout the yar. They are kept under
what might be called commercial condi-
tions, forced with lights, wet mashes, green
cut bone, etc., the object being to get as
many eggs from them as is possible.At
the end of their first laying year they are
disposed of.
At the South Farm the birds are pro-
duced from the eggs of hens selected on a
basis of egg weight, body weight, absence
of broodiness, egg records and other points.
In order to get the necessary number of
pullets from the available number of such
hens, itis necessary to have from five to32 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
How many hoursof
teaching do the four pro-
fessors in the poultry de-
partment do each week?
Have they any specified
hours of employment?
[TheCoinplantcontin-
ues on page 33.]
seven hatches each year, which of necessi-
ty produces pullets of five to seven different
ages. Every chick is individually pedigreed.
The equipment available has not permit-
ted the production of many more pullets
each year than are actually needed to fill
the houses.Therefore, no great amount of
selection is practiced in the fall.Practical-
ly all birds produced are put into the hous-
es, and culling does not begin until in April
the following year.The pullets are then
culled on a basis of egg weight, body
weight, broodiness, and to some slight de-
gree egg record.The standards on these
factors are raised a little higher each year
with the result that about half the birds are
culled at this time.The birds remaining
are gone over several times during the sum-
mer and early fall months and those that
fail to meet any of the standards set are
culled as soon as the fact of their failure is
established.
The South Farm birds are not forced at
any time for high individual or flock rec-
ords.In fact, we never think of the South
Farm birds in terms of yearly flock records
because so many birds are removed from
theflockbefore the end of their laying
year for reasons other than egg numbers,
that itis impossible to compute a flock
average that means anything.
The objective at the South Farm is the
production of birds that can be used as
breeders and meet our standards not only
of egg numbers but also of egg weight,
body weight, broodiness, and other points.
Work of poultry staff.
Poultry staff members, as a rule, are on
official business in connection with teach-
ing, experimental work,extension work,
and the management of the two plants be-
tween the hours of eight and five.The
great amount of work in connection with
the two plants and in connection with field
service makes it impossible and undesirable
always to maintain strict office hours.At
times members of the staff are at the plants
during the night and early morning hours.
During the brooding period, for example,
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and incubators usually at 11:00 p.m., 2:00
am., and 5:00 am.
The resident teaching load, together with
miscellaneous duties which can be planned
for in advance, are carefully considered by
the Dean and Directors in the preparation
of budgets each year.Their report and
recommendations are gone over, as you
know, in conference with the Executive Of-
fice.This task has recently been completed
for the next year, and the combined load
of each man meets the regulation load of
the institution and of other institutions. In
addition, there will undoubtedly be in the
next year, as there have been in years past,
many miscellaneous duties which willre-
quire work at nights, during week-ends, and
will doubtless make itdifficult for staff
members to secure the vacation period au-
thorized by the Board of Regents and the
institution.
Publication of student papers.
We areadvisedthat In paragraph nine, page 1 of the supple-
P r o f e s s o rLunn hasmental complaint, the question is raised as caused to be published into Professor Lunn's having published over
theNorthwestPoultryhis own name articles written by students. Journal,overhisown
articles written byIn answer tothisstatement,Professor
name,
students of the College. IsLunn replies as follows:
it proper that a professor "Any statement to the effect that I have
of the College should doever used an article under my own name
this? written by a student or any one elseis
absolute untruth."
In the organization of
the poultry association re-Poultry staff dictatorial.
ferred to in our statement The paragraph of the supplemental com-
to you of the 12th instantplaint dealing with activities of Professor
as the "Accredited Asso-Lunn in connection with the Accredited As-
ciation"didProfessorsociation has been replied to by our state-
Lunn assist the poultry-ment in answer to point four of the original
men in merely an advis-complaint.[Pages 21-23 above.]
ory capacity or was his [The Reply continues on page34.]
attitude dictatorial?We
regard his attitude as dic-
tatorialand by way of
substantiatingourposi-
tioncitethefollowing:
The rules and regulations
as drawn up by the regu.
lar accreditation commit
tee were read and adopt-
ed at the Oregon State
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last July. We have a let-
ter written by Professor
Lunn which we shall be
pleased to submit to you
for your inspection upon
request which shows that
Professor Lunn with two
others drew up an entire-
ly differentset of rules
patterned after the Wash-
ington plan which were
printed and submitted to
thepoultrymenofthis
Statetosignifthey
wished to become mem-
bers of the Accredited As-
sociation. The fact that a
great many of our poul-
trymen did not sign the
new set of rulesisevi-
dence of the fact that they
were not so satisfactory
to the poultrymen as the
rules which were adopted




June did not contain the
cooperative feature which
was later incorporated in
the rules which were pre-
pared by Professor Lunn
and the two others who
assisted him.
We also wish to stateRegarding price fixing.
thatlastyearthepro- So far as your committee has been able
fessors in the poultry de-to determine, members of the Poultry De-
partment of the Collegepartrnent have not at any time advised or
usedtheirinfluencetoused their influence to induce poultrymen
havethe poultrymen ofof Oregon to adopt uniform prices.Re-
Oregonadoptuniformgarding the advertising material, the quota-
prices. When the Accred-tion referred to in the complaint was con-
ited Association was or-structed for the advertisement by the Com-
g a ni ze ditadvertisedmittee on Advertising of the Oregon Hatch-
through its secretary, Pro-ery and Breeders Cooperative.Professor
fessor Lunn asfollows:Lunn had nothing to do with it.
"Pay no more and get the
best." Was this fair play?Does the complaint represent sentiment of
The poultry industry is the majority of Oregon poultrymen?
one of the large industries Paragraph 6, page 2 of the complaint un-
of our State and the peo-der date of February 12 contains the fol-
pIe look to our Oregonlowing statement:A STATEMENT OF FACT AND POLICY 35
AgriculturalCollegefor"We believe this to be unfair to the poul-
able assistance and direc-trymen of Oregon and that its effect is to
tion in solving such prob-benefit a few poultrymen who are members
lems as require the facili-of the Accredited Association."
ties of research and lab- In paragraph 3 of the supplemental corn- oratory departments. Weplaint under date of March 3, 1927, is the should have in charge offollowing statement: such departments the very
ablest and most depend- "The poultry industry is one of the large
able men, men who in-industries of our state, and the people look
spire confidence in thoseto our Oregon Agricultural Collegefor
whom they are employedableassistance and directioninsolving
toserve and who willsuch problems as require the facilities of
research and laboratory departments." adopt a constructive pro-
gram for the benefit ofYour committee agrees with the corn-
the whole State of Ore-plainants as to the importance of the poul-
gon. try department of the College, as well as
Inconclusion, we re-other departments of the College doing
spectfullyaskthatyoutheir utmost for the benefit of the poultry
conductathoroughin-industry.In this connection, of course, it
vestigationofthepoul-is important that the representatives of the
try department of the Col-College know what the members of the
lege in all of its branchespoultry industry in the state as a whole
and phases and that wedesire of the College in connection with
may at the conclusionofactivities such as those under question in
such investigation be ad-the complaints.
vised as to your findings. In fairness to the many poultrymen who
Very respectfully, did not sign the complaint, and the organ-
submitted, izations which represent them, your corn-
C. E. ARMSTRONG, mittee deemed it advisable to give the au-
Corvallis, Oregon. thorized representatives of poultry organ-
R. E. DUGANNE, izations Opportunity to express their views
Independence, Oregon.regarding the complaints. A copy of the
*J H. HANSON, complaint of February 12 was forwarded
Corvallis, Oregon. to the President of the Oregon Poultiy-
*Mns, j. H. HANSON, men's Association. A copy of the letter of
Corvallis, Oregon. transmittal and a copy of the reply are at-
J. R. MAGUIRE, tached as Exhibit H 1.[See pages 75-78.]
Portland, Oregon. A copy of the February 12 complaint was
FOREST MARTIN, forwarded also the Oregon Branch of the
Dallas, Oregon. International Baby Chick Association. The
MERLE MOORE, reply from the President of the Association
Corvallis, Oregon. is attached as Exhibit H 2.[See pages 78-
S. H. MOORE, 79.]
Corvallis, Oregon.
C. N. NEEDHAM, A copy was forwarded to the President
Salem, Oregon. of the Oregon Accredited Hatchery and
MRS. C. N. NEEDHAM, Breeders Cooperative.No reply has yet
Salem, Oregon. been received.
E. REITSMA, Exhibit H 3 is a letter written voluntarily
Corvallis, Oregon. by C. D. Nickelsen, who was President of
J. L. RUSSELL, the Oregon Poultrymen's Association at
Corvallis, Oregon. the time the organization for accreditation
MRS. J. L. RUSSELL, was formed.[Exhibit H 3is printed on
Corvallis, Oregon. pages 79-80.]
lnitials are printed as in copy.36 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
These replies from authorized officers of
poultry organizations in the state confirm
the impressions of your committee from
contacts with the purchasers of baby chicks
throughout the state, to the effect that the
views expressed in the complaints in ques-
tion do not represent the opinions or de-
sires of the majority of the poultrymén of
Oregon.
It is not the purpose of your committee
to comment at length on the replies in Ex-
hibits H 1, H 2, and H 3 [pages75-80.]We
hope, however, that you will have time to
read them.The College representatives
must keep in mind at all times that they
must do their best to serve the many peo-
ple who are raising poultry in the State
of Oregon.
As far as we have been able to ascertain
the wishes of the poultrymen who purchase
baby chicks, it is their desire to have stock
free of disease.One accredited hatchery-
man .vho had some doubt of the willing-
ness on the part of producers to pay the
additional price for the better stock has
stated to a member of your committee that
he has had no difficulty whatever during
the season recently ended in selling his
chicks at the increased price, and the addi-
tional price has more than compensated for
the added expense, besides leaving him
with a feeling of certainty that the chicks
sold are what he represented them to be.
The College is not always given due credit.
In the poultry complaint of March 3 the
complainants express interest in the poul-
try department of our Agricultural College.
In this connection, we respectfully call your
attention to Exhibit I [page 38.1
We regret that in this case the prominent
breeder, who signed the complaints, has
overlooked the fact that this stock was not
Dryden's stock, but 0. A. C. Experiment
Station stock.You, of course, with your
many years of experience, realize that a
poultry department or any other depart-
ment of the institution can not progress
and maintain standing throughout the coun-
try if the leading breeders of the state fail,
either deliberately or inadvertently, to giveA STATEMENT OF FACT AND POLICY 37
credit for outstanding accomplishments or
for assistance given them by the College.
At the top of page 14 of the booklet from
which Exhibit Iis taken is the statement
"0. A. C. or Dryden blood." The poul-
tryman perhaps assumed that this reference
to the real origin of the important founda-
tion stock was sufficient.Professor Dry-
den at the time was head of the poultry de-
partment.The numbers given in the ex-
hibit represent 0. A. C. Experiment Station
numbers.A-27, given as foundation stock
on page 17, for example, never left the Sta-
tion farm.If all accomplishments of the in-
stitution are subordinated in like manner,
maintenance of high standing will be a dif-
ficult matter.
We hope that you can find time to ex-
amine personally Exhibit I [page 38}.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES T. JARDINE,
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Exhibit I
(From Hanson's 192Catalogue, page 16.)
Dryden Hggs
Dame over 200 K
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CHART NO. II - ORIGIN AND EARLY USE OF LADY SUPERIOR BLOODEXHIBITS APPENDED TO COMPLAINT
NotE:Exhibits A, B, and C of the Complaint appear in the text (pages
12, 13).
EXHIBIT D
OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY
CORVALLIS, OREGON
In reply to your inquiry we regret to advise that we do not sell baby
chicks.Below we give you a list of names of persons having the White
Leghorn and the Barred Rock breeds and who have advised us that they
have baby chicks for sale.
White Leghorn Breeders
Armstrong, Chas., Corvallis, Ore.
Arnold, L. E., Lebanon
Brownell, Ambrose, Milwaukie
Burt, George, Roseburg
Cain, A. B., Ontario
Chandler, C. B., Lebanon
Christenson, M., McCoy
Cockell, F. H., Milwaukie
Compton, L. S., Drain
Hanson, J. A., Corvallis
Hennagin, F. E., Independence
Nickelsen, C. D., Hood River





Thompson, W. H., Canby
Warner, Wm., Medford
\Villiams, Clarence, Halsey
Young, Effie L., Monmouth
Barred Plymouth Rock Breeders
Carson,Mrs. Sam, Hermiston,
Oregon.
Frost, EarlC.,Rt.1, Box 515,
Gates Road, Portland, Ore.
Hastay, Mrs. F. H., Box 963, Rt.
4, Portland, Ore.
Hodge, Mrs. E., Waterloo, Ore.
Kaiser, Anna, Melrose
Kleinsmith, H. C., Canby
Macy, Mrs. Walter, McMinnville
Rueter, Wm., Rt. J, Corvallis
Sampson, Geo. R., Monroe, Ore.
Thompson, W. H., Canby, Ore.
Webber, Mrs., Cora, Canby, Ore.
EXHIBIT E
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE
AND HOME ECONOMICS
OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, EXTENSION SERVICE
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, COUNTY AGENT WORK
AND UMATILLA COUNTY COOPERATING
January 22, 1926.
TO UMATILLA COUNTY POULTRYMEN,
Dear Sirs:
If you have not already made arrangements to secure your baby
chicks, you should get busy at once. Many of the best hatcheries are
already booked completely for March and April chicks.It is taken for
granted that you are in the poultry business for profit;f this is not the
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case, then you can afford to delay getting your chicks until May or June.
It is very important that you get chicks from good, vigorous stock,
where egg production is emphasized.
At my request Mr. H. E. Cosby, Extension Poultry Specialist has
recommended a few reliable people from whom baby chicks can be se-
cured.Single Comb White Leghorns: J. L. McFarland, Tangent, Ore.;
L. E. Arnold, Lebanon, Oregon; L. S. Compton, Drain, Oregon; W. H.
Thompson, Canby, Oregon; John Panck, Sherwood, Oregon, R. R. 1;
R. Roy Putman, Clackamas, Oregon; Fred H. Cockell, Milwaukie, Ore-
gon; M. Christensen, McCoy, Oregon. Lloyd A. Lee and C. N. Needham,
both operate hatcheries at Salem, Oregon, and I have every faith in their
quality of chicks sent out.Barred Plymouth Rocks: Mrs. H. C. Klein-
smith, Canby, Oregon; Mrs. Cora Webber, Canby, Oregon; Mrs. W. H.
Thompson, Canby, Oregon; Mr. Earl Frost, Portland, Oregon, R. R. 1;
and the following hatcheriesJ. L. Russell, Corvallis, Oregon; C. N.
Needham and Lloyd A. Lee, Salem.
Mr. Cosby also states that he has been on the farm of Gerald A.
White at Lexington, Ore., and states that he has good breeding stuff
and a nice poultry plant.Of course, all other things being equal, you
should give the preference to local people who may be selling baby
chicks.There are a number of good poultrymen in this county, who are
hatching more chicks than they can use themselves.
In the Milton-Freewater district and at Hermiston, practically every
farm should have a good sized commercial poultry unit.At present
there is a little discouragement among some of the poultrymen. Some
of them have had a little difficulty in reaching the maximum egg produc-
tion, and with high priced feeds and low priced eggs, conditions have
not been exceptiodally rosy. More of them are seeing the necessity for
arranging to market their eggs through a cooperative association,which
is making eastern shipments and securing better prices.A properly
managed flock, over a period of years, will pay well, but the man who is









I have your letter under date of - inquiring about the Oregon
Accredited Hatchery and Breeders Cooperative.I have not as yet had
printed the names of the members, of which there are about 60 at the
present time.
The association was organized this year, after a very careful study
of the situation by a committee appointed a year ago by the State Poul-
trymen's Association.I will inclose a set of the rules and regulations
under which you will note the object of the Association.EXHIBITS APPENDED TO COMPLAINT 41
With the development of our poultry industry there have naturally
arisen unscrupulous poultrymen and practices.The principal object,
therefore, of the association is to protect the prospective customer in at
least assuring him that the members of the Association are meeting the
requirements as laid down in the rules and regulations.For example,
some advertisers claim great productive records behind their flocks, and
particularly the male birds used in the mating.It would be impossible
for a member of the Association to make such claims, or in fact to
make any claims that were untruthful, for all advertising matter put out
by the members is carefully checked to see that the advertisement is not
misleading.
Among the hatcheries who are members of the Association are F.
H. Cockell, Box445,Milwaukie, Oregon, Mr. Lloyd Lee, R. F. ,D. 6,
Salem, The Rusch-Manning Farm, Junction City, The Pioneer Hatchery,
Portland, and among the breeders are Mr. George W. Avery & Son,
Sherwood, and Mr. V. A. Parker, Blachly, Mr. R. Roy Putnam, Clack-
amas, Mr. John Panch, Tigard, The Robinson Poultry Farm, Portland,
and Mr. J. R. McRae, Milwaukie. All the above handle White Leghorns,





Explanatory note: The above letter was in answer to an inquiry
asking for a list of the accredited hatchery and breeders association
members as was advertised in the December issue of Poultrycraft.
EXHIBIT G
OREGON ACCREDITED HATCHERY AND BREEDERS COOPERATIVE
BY-LAWS
We, the undersigned together constituting and being all of the present incorporators
and members of the Oregon Accredited Hatchery and Breeders Cooperative, a cooper.
ative association not conducted for profit, do hereby adopt the following code of by-
laws as and for the by-laws of said Association
OBJECTS
The objects of this Associstion are set forth full in the Articles of Incorporation
and are briefly as follows:
To improve the standard of the poultry of its members by official supervision, in-
spection and certification of breeding stock, hatcheries and flocks under the supervision
of the Oregon Agricultural College and the United States Department of Agriculture,
and to do other acts and things that may be deemed right and proper and that will
serve the interests of the members of this Association and the poultry industry of the
state of Oregon and are not in conflict with the provisions of these by-laws.
Article II
Membership
Section One:The membership of this Association shall be divided into three
groups.The division shall indicate the type of service to which a member shall be
entitled.
1. Oregon Certified Breeder.
2. Oregon Certified Flock Owner.
3. Oregon Accredited Hatchery.42 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Section Two: Definition of Terms.Wherever the term "Oregon Certified Breeder'
shall occur in these by-laws, unless otherwise specified, it shall be deemed to mean one
who is hatching and selling no chicks or breeding stock except from his own flock.His
breeders must be tested for Bacillary White Diarrhea and all of his breeding, hatching
and pedigree records to be approved and certification must be made under the super-
vision of the Oregon Agricultural College and, where possible, the United States De-
partment of Agriculture.Nostock will be certified unless such records are kept and no
stock may be sold as certified unless it carries a wingband referring by number to the
dam, or, in case of pen pedigree, the wingband shall carry the farm number, the con-
secutive number of each chick hatched and pen letter.(Example 1-125-A.)
2. "Oregon Certified Flock Owner" shall be deemed to mean, unless otherwise
specified, one whose breeding flock is culled and banded by the state supervisor or his
deputy, mated to Certified Cockerels of not less than 225 egg record of dam and man-
aged according to the rules of the Association.No Certified Flock Owner may hatch
chicks for sale without having his hatchery Accredited, and no eggs may be sold to a
hatche1y not Accredited.
3. "Oregon Accredited Hatchery," unless otherwise specified, shall be deemed to
mean one that is hatching and selling only from Certified flocks as defined in the fore-
going paragraph.Such hatchery may hatch eggs of any other breed or variety not cer.
tified but cannot hatch both certified and non-certified eggs from any one breed.It must
keep a record of all eggs received and all chicks sold, and this record must be open to
the inspection of the supervisor or his deputy at all times.It must agree to abide by
the rules and regulations of the Association.
Section Three: A member may elect to have service in more than one class but in
such cases he shall pay all dues and conform to all the rulespertainingto the several
classes but shall be entitled to only one vote.
Article III
Fees and Dues
Section One: Membership fees and annual dues in the different divisions shall be
as follows:
"Oregon Certified Breeders" on admission to membership shall pay a membership
fee of $35.00 and an additional fee of five cents per bird for all fowls qualified for
entry.
"Oregon Certified Flock Owner" on admission to membership shall pay a minimum
fee of $5.00 per flock which shalt entitle the member to the certification of 167 hens
and he shall pay three cents per hen for all hens in excess of that number.
"Oregon Accredited Hatchery" on admission to membership shall pay a minimum
fee of $10.00 and an additional fee of $2.00 per thousand in excess of 5,000 capacity.
Article IV
Officers
Section One: The officers of this association shall be President, Vice-president,
Secretary-Treasurer and two Directors; one director to be appointed in writing by the
Poultry Department of the Oregon Agricultural College; he may or may not be a mem-
ber of the Association.All other officers shall be elected by a majority vote of the
members present and in good standing at the annual meeting and they shall hold office
for a term of one year or until their successors are elected and have dutyqualified.Only
members in good standing shall be eligible for elective officers of the Association.
Article V
Meetings of Members
Section One: The annual meeting of members of the Association shall beheld at
the office of the Association or other designated place on the thirdMonday in June of
each year.EXHIBITSAPPENDED TO COMPLAINT 43
Section Two: Special Meetings.Special meetings may be called by the president
on his own motion or shall be called by the president on writtenpetition of twenty
members or by a majority of the Executive Board.
Section Three: Notice of Meetings.Written notice shall be mailed to all members
at their last known address at least ten days before each regular orspecial meeting.
In case of special meeting the notice shall state the purpose of the meeting and no
business shall be transacted except such as is stated in the call of the meeting.
Ten percent of the voting members shall constitute a quorum at any regular or
called meeting of the Association.No member shall be entitled to vote who has not
himself paid the proper membership fees.Three members of the Executive Committee
shall constitute a quorum.
Article VI
Duties of Officers
Section One: The President and Vice-president shall perform the dutiesusually
developing upon such officers.The Secretary.Treasurer shall, under the direction of the
Executive Board, receive and account for all moneys and pay the same out onvouchers
signed by the President or other designated officers.He shall keep a record of all
meetings of the members and of the Executive Board, conduct the correspondenceand
serve as custodian of all property and records of the Association.
The Secretary.Treasurer, before entering upon his duties, shall give a surety bond
for the sum of $5,000.00, the premium on same to be paid by the Association.
Article VII
Executive Board
Section One: The Corporate powers of this Association shall be vestedin and
exercised, conducted and controlled by the Executive Board of five membersconsisting
of the President, Vice-president, Secretary-Treasurer and two Directors.
Section Two: Duties of the Executive Board.It shall be the duty of the Execu-
five Board in cooperation with the Poultry Department of the OregonAgricultural College
to employ a supervisor and such deputy supervisors as maybe necessary to properly
conduct the business of the Association.They in cooperation with the Poultry Depart-
ment of the Oregon Agricultural College shall determine thecompensation to be paid
such officers and employees as may be necessary to properly conductthe business of
the Association.The President, Vice-president and Directors shall serve without com-
pensation.The Executive Board shall have power to fix the compensation of the
Secretary-Treasurer.
Section Three:The Executive Board shall promulgate rules and regulations for
the guidance of all officers and employees of the Association.Such rules and regulations
shall be made a matter of record and shall have the same force and effect asthese
by.laws.
Section Four: Referendum Vote.On matters affecting the welfare of the Associ-
ation a referendum vote may be ordered by a majority vote of theExecutive Board
and it shall be ordered on the written petition of twenty percent of themembers. When-
ever a referendum vote is ordered as provided inthis section, the Secretary shall mail
to each member a statement of the matter to be voted onand a blank form for voting.
The ballots shall be counted by the secretary and checked by the executiveboard and
shall have the same force and effect as if the members had voted at aspecial meeting.
Vacancies
Vacancies in the Executive Board shall be filled by the remaining membersin office
and shall hold office until the next annual meeting.
Article VIII
Amendments
These by-laws may be amended at any annual meeting of theAssociation or at any
special meeting called for that purpose by a two-thirds vote ofthose present.44 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
RULES AND REGULATIONS
General Rules
1. Accredited or certified work will be established in any county where there are at
least 10 flocks paying the minimum fee, or where the number of breeders to be certified
is 1500 or more and where the hatching capacity of the hatcheries to be accredited is
10,000 or more or where the total fee from all sources is at least $50.00.The Execu-
tive Committee may at lts discretion modify this requirement.
2. The Oregon Agricultural College shall have general supervision of the work, ap-
prove and train supervisors, issue certificates to supervisors, hatcheries, and flock own-
ers, and publish a list of accredited hatcheries and certified breeders.
3. A copy ofall advertising matter using the word "Accredited" or "Certified"
shall be furnished to the secretary of this Association, and to the Oregon Agricultural
College.
4. A suitable emblem or seal shall be adopted by the Executive Committee and
copyrighted by the Association, use of which shall be granted to members of the Asso-
ciation in good standing.
5. The Supervisor or a Deputy Supervisor shall make official visits to each flock
and hatchery at least five times during the breeding season.He shall have full power
to enforce all rules and regulations of the Association.No appeal from his decision
will be valid unless sustained by a majority vote of the Executive Committee and no
appeal will operate to stay his order, until it has been sustained by the Executive Com-
mittee.
6. The certified Breeders' rules, attached hereto, are made a part of the rules and
regulations of this Association.The visits of the Supervisor or Deputy Supervisor shall
cover both lines of work, and the fees specified under the certified breeders' rules shall
be applied to visits made out of the breeding season.
1. Oregon Certified Flock Owner
1. In order to become certified, a flock owner must file, not later than August first
(Nov. 1st for 1926) with the Oregon Agricultural College, through the Association Sec-
retary, the number of hens (over 18 months) and the number of pullets (under 18
months) he expects to use as breeders.
2. All breeders in flocks from which hatching eggs are to be used must be certified.
3. The minimum weight of hatching eggs shall be 1 5/6 oz.Eggs shall be uniform
in size, shape, color and shell texture.
4. Fowls used for breeders must be in good healthy condition, vigorous, well-de-
veloped, full mature and free from foreign color.
(a) Females must be culled according to the standard of the Oregon Agricultural
College and shall be passed on by the Supervisor as to vigor, maturity and size.The
minimum weight for leghorns shall be 3lbs.
(b)Islales shall be passed on by the Supervisor as to vigor, maturity and size.
They shall be certified from trapnested dams of not less than 225eggs for leghorns and
200 for other breeds or varieties.They shall be eight months of age and weigh a mini-
mum of 4 lbs.
5. On or before January 1st of each year, any flock owner intendingto produce
hatching eggs for an accredited hatchery must furnish the Supervisor, throughthe As-
sociation Secretary, a list of male birds to be used, their breeding and fromwhom secured.Supplementary lists must be filed for birds purchased after first filing.
6. All males used shall be certified or of equal grade certified to by other Statesor National Associations.
7. The Supervisor, at the time of his first supervisery visit, shall place,or cause to be placed a seal leg band on each male bird passed.
8. No artificial lighting shall be used in the breedingpens that will make the day
longer than 12 hours, and none on stock one year oldor over, prior to January 1st.EXHIBITS APPENDED TO COMPLAINT 45
9. Breeders must be allowed adequate range from November 1st to end of breeding
season.Grain must constitute at least 50 % of all green and mash fed, and the birds
must be fed an ample supply of green feed at all times.
10. Hatching eggs must be delivered to the hatchery within seven days and pre
caution taken to prevent chilling or overheating.
2. Oregon Accredited Hatchery
1. In order to become accredited a hatchery must file not later than August first,
(Nov. 1st for 1926) with the Oregon Agricultural College through the Association Sec-
retary, a list of all flocks from which he intends to use hatching eggs and supplementary
list of later purchases.It must be agreed to sell no chicks except from certified flocks
except as noted above.All hatcheries on filing for admission shall state whether they
are hatching eggs from hens over eighteen months old or pullets under eighteen months
old, or both, and shall give the number of hens and pullets to be used.
2. When a hatchery has complied with all the rules of the Association and all the
flocks furnishing it with hatching eggs have been passed by the supervisor it will receive
a certificate entitling it to a place on the accredited list, and to use the designated seal
or emblem of the Association.
3. Oregon Certified Breeders
1. All applications must be made by August 1st,(for 1926, November 1st, unless
otherwise specified by Executive Committee), on forms supplied by the Oregon Agri-
cultural College.No entries of less than 100 birds will be received.
2. Only pure bred stock of standard varieties from inheritable standard disqualifica-
lions may be entered.Entries will be accepted tentatively pending the approval of the
Supervisor.
3.If, on the report of Supervisor the birds are found to be diseased, the house or
equipment are not in good condition, or the trapnests not of satisfactory design and in
serviceable working order, the entry shall be refused and fee, less cost of inspection,
shall be returned.
4. In the event of an entry being cancelled because of attempted fraud on the part
of the entrant or the failure to observe rules, the Association may refuse to accept en-
tries from the same breeder for a period of two years.
S. In the event of a Certified Breeder withdrawing from certification work at the
end of any year, his breeders will be considered eligible to produce certified stock only
so long as they remain under the rules covering Certified Flocks.
6. All stock entered shall be trapnested on the owner's premises during the period
of 52 consecutive weeks from day first eggs are officially recorded from trapnest and
shall carry sealed leg bands approved by the Association.Only eggs actually found in
trapnest shall be counted and the entrant shall record or cause to be recorded, each
egg laid and shall keep posted in the house in which the fowls are kept for the informa-
tion of Supervisor and others, a record of same.
7. The Supervisor shall publish in the monthly and annual report, the number of
birds entered, number withdrawn, number dying, and the number qualifying.
8. All flocks will be under unannounced supervision.Official visits will be made at
irregular intervals. Supervisor is privileged to enter buildings and examine flocks, rec-
ords, etc., at any time during owner's presence or otherwise.The Supervisor may have
sole charge of the trapnests and eggs during all or any inspection.
9. A carbon copy of each trapnest record sheet shall be sent in each month to the
Supervisor.The records shall be kept on sheets furnished by the Association at actual
cost.
10. Record of Performance Certificates may be issued for all birds, not otherwise
disqualified, that in fifty-two (52) consecutive weeks lay two hundred and twenty-five
(225) eggs and Record of Performance Advanced Certificates, for those birds not other-
wise disqualified which lay two hundred and sixty (260) eggs in fifty-two (52) consecu-46 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
tive weeks, providing in both cases that, after January 1st at least half the number of
eggs laid during official inspection weigh two ounces or over.
OREGON CERTIFIED COCKERELS
1. Pen Pedigreed Cockerels
(a) Only Certified Breeders may enter cockerels for certification.
(b) The Breeder shall use a system of pedigreeing approved by the Oregon Agricul-
tural College.
(c) The breeder shall wing band the chicks with a seal wing band of the approved
type.The wing band shall carry the farm number, the consecutive number and the
pen letter of each chick hatched.(Example 1-125-A.)
2. Individual Pedigree Cockerels
(a) Only Certified breeders nsay enter cockerels for certification.
(b) The breeder shall use a system for pedigreeing approved by the Oregon Agri-
cultural College.
(c) The breeder shall wing band the chicks with a sealed wing band of the approved
type.The wing band shall refer by number to the dam of chick hatched and shall bear
the farm number.(Example 1-125.)
OREGON ACCREDITED HATCHERY AND BREEDERS COOPERATIVE
APPLICATION BLANK
I hereby make application for membership in the Oregon Accredited Hatchery and
Breeders Cooperative as a Certified Flock Owner, and I hereby subscribe and bind
myself to the by-laws and the rules and regulations of said Association, and I hereby
expressly agree to abide by the requirements and standards in said rules and regulations
of said Association contained, which by-laws and rules and regulations of the Associ.
ation are made part of this application.
1. Certified Flock Owner
I have -------------------------- hens (Over 18 months) ------------------------ pullets (under 18 months)
which I promise and agree to use as breeders.
Fee.3c per hen, with a minimum of $500 for any one flock.Minimum fee to
accompany application, 50% of additional fee to be paid by January 1, and the balance
on or before March 1.
It is expressly understood and agreed that failure to abide by the rules and regula-
tions of said Association or any part thereof shall subject me to whatsoever damage to
said Association, or to individual members thereof, may accrue by reason of my failure
to comply therewith, and upon declaration of forfeiture by proper officials of the Asso-
ciation all my rights as a member of said Association and in the use of their trade
marks, signs or insignia, shall forthwith cease and terminate.
County
Please write plainly
Fill in blanks, enclose at least minimum fees and mail to secretary.
OREGON ACCREDITED HATCHERY AND BREEDERS COOPERATIVE
APPLICATION BLANK
I hereby make application for membership inthe Oregon Accredited Hatchery
and Breeders Cooperative, as an Accredited Hatchery, and I hereby subscribe and bind
myself to the by-laws and the rules and regulations of said Association and I hereby
expressly agree to abide by the requirements and standards in said rules and regulationsEXHIBITS APPENDED TO COMPLAINT 47
of said Association contained, which by-laws and rules andregulations of said Associ-
ation are made a part of this application.
2. Accredited Hatchery
I have a hatching capacity of ------------------------ thousand eggs.(Give total number your
machines will hold at one setting.)
Fee.$2.00 per thousand hatching capacity with a minimum of $10.00for any one
hatchery.Minimum fee to accompany application, 50% of additional fee to bepaid by
January 1, and the balance on or before March 1.
It is expressly understood and agreed that failure to abide by therules and regula-
tions of said Association or any part thereof shall subject me towhatsoever damage to
said Association, or to individual members thereof, may accrue by reasonof my failure
to comply therewith, and upon declaration of forfeiture by properofficials of the Asso-
ciation all my rights as a member of said Association and in the useof their trade





Fill in blanks, enclose at least minimum fees and mail to secretary.
EXHIBIT H
OREGON ACCREDITED HATCHERY AND BREEDERSCOOPERATIVE
APPLICATION BLANK
I hereby make application Ior'membership in the OregonAccredited Hatchery and
Breeders Cooperative, as a Certified Breeder, and I hereby subscribeand bind myself to
the by-laws and the rules and regulations of said Association,and I hereby expressly
agree to abide by the requirements and standards in saidrules and regulations of said
Association contained, which by-laws and rules and regulations of saidAssociation are
made a part of this application.
3.Certified Breeder
I have ------------------------ pullets which I expect to trapnest for official record.
Fee.$35.00 per flock and an additional fee of Sc per bird for all fowls qualifying
for entry.$10.00 to accompany application, 50% of additional fee to be paid by January
1, and the balance on or before March 1.
It is expressly understood and agreed that failure to abide by the rules and regula-
tions of said Association or any part thereof shall subject me to whatsoever damage to
said Association, or to individual members thereof, may accrue by reason of myfailure
to comply therewith, and upon declaration of forfeiture by properofficials of the Asso-
ciation all my rights as a member of said Association and in the use of their trade




Fill in blanks, enclose at least minimum fees and mail to secretary.48 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
EXHIBIT I
[Inside of back cover of booklet issued by AmbroseBrownell, Breed-
er of Trapnested White Leghorns, 1927.]
We take pleasure in referringour
unknown readers to:
A. G.LUNE,







PROF. CHARLES S. BREWSTER,
Hodgen-Brewster Milling Co.,
Portland, Oregon.




Pacific Coop. Poultry Producers
Oregon Hatchery and Breeders Coop.
AMBROSE BROWNELL,
Address: MILwAuKIE, OREGON,RT. 1.
Telephone: Oak Grove 157.
EXHIBIT J
CROOK COUNTY IS ON UPGRADE
That the poultry industry in Crookcounty is assuming importance
is shown by the mere fact thatmore than 12,000 day-old chicks of the
White Leghorn and Barred Rock breedswere purchased there last year
in lots of 500 to 1500 each, through CountyAgent W. B. Tucker.Fifteen or 20 other orders of 100 to 500 each were filled;seven poultry houses
were built or remodeled; several farmers went into poultryraising ex- clusively or raised it from a "side-line"to a leading enterprise; the col-
lege specialist made three visits to thecounty and assisted local poultry-
men with their problems; and the county agent conductedfive capon- izing demonstrations at which 193 cockerelswere caponized.Capons
are produced at a profit, as E. R. Agee, C. M. Stroud and LukeReif of
Powell Butte and Antone Carlson and Phil Gettingsof Prineville have
demonstrated; but others are warned that thebusiness should not be enlarged unless a market is ready.Turkey production is becominga leading industry, too; for practicallyevery farmer in the county runs
50 to 300 birds. The heavier purchasers of "day-olds"included Dr. How-
ard Gove, Vernon Bassler, E. S. Barnard,E. E. Jackson, Antone Carison
and Walter Hurst of Prineville, and E. B. Williams,E. R. Agee, George
and Frank Kissler, George C. Truesdále,Leo Ernst and C. C. Brix of Powell Butte.EXHIBITS APPENDED TO COMPLAINT 49
EXHIBIT K
WHY ACCREDITED AND CERTIFIED CHICKS?
FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES ARE INVOLVED
By H. E.COSBY,
Poultry Extension Specialist, Corvallis, Ore.
The poultry industry has many people init who fail to see the
secure dollar of tomorrow because the nickle of today obscures their
vision.This is true of some who sell to the public and many of the
public buy blindly.There is no alibi for any dealer who sells on price
rather than quality. Some excuses may be made for the mistakes made
in the purchases of the general public.Many are buying for the first
time; the poultry business is new to them and one advertiser's name is
the same as another to them.Their purchases are made.on the hit or
miss, take a chance basis.'Tis true that most people won on the chance
and as a result the game has been played in the same old way.Condi-
tions have changed rapidly in the poultry industry but to speak of turn-
ing old dobbin out in the pasture and driving an auto today has started
the anvil chorus against regulated breeding flocks.
A Little Poultry History
A few years ago poultry keeping was a farm.flock proposition. The
hens roamed broad acres, roosted in the open, ate a wide ration and laid
but few eggs. The 200 egg flock average wasn't everyday talk then and
the 300 egg hen was a myth. Every farmer hatched his own with hens
or small home incubators and "swapped" roosters with his neighbor.
Hens were sold by the dozen; breeding stock by show room winnings
and an egg was an egg regardless of contents.
Generally speaking commercial poultry keeping is a development of
the last 20 years.Chicks are hatched artificially and brooded artificially.
Baby chicks are transported hundreds of miles to customers.They are
brooded in large numbers and yarded in small yards thatsoon become
contaminated.The pullets are given three square feet of floor space,
kept confined to the laying house from six months to twoyears.They
are fed a highly concentrated ration, subjected to long hours of artificial
light, forced, if their vitality is strong enough, to lay from sixty to
eighty percent during the unnatural laying season of the fall and winter.
Automatically these pullets become "wonderful" breeders in somecases.
There is a real difference between hatching from pullets and using
pullets as breeders.
Oregon has changed from a state which imported eggs to feed Ore-
gon people to a state that now exports eggs, in car load lots, that must
be sold in competition with graded eggs of quality from other sections.
The hammer club was very active when efforts were made to gradeeggs
and organize cooperative methods of moving the surpluseggs out of
the state. Where would the big hatcheries; the breeders; the increasing
number of egg farms be today ifit were not for the influence of the
Pacific Cooperative Poultry Producers Association?
Who has kept pace with the rapid development of the poultry in-
dustry the last ten years? The industry has grown more rapidly than50 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
authentic information concerning its various phases.New problems
present themselves as the industry grows and opinions must of necessity
vary.Let us not forget that the Pacific Cooperative Poultry Producers
Association was made permanent and secure because it afforded a protec-
tion to the public engaged in producing eggs.Other cooperatives will
live for exactly the same reason.
Baby Chick Expansion
No phase of the poultry industry has expanded as rapidly in recent
years as the large incubator and baby chick business.The hatchery
once frowned upon is now a recognized and honorable phase ofthe
business.Farmers are not operating their small incubators.They will
buy practically all of their young stock from hatcheries and breeders
who deliver quality goods.There is a wonderful field for the breeder
and hatchery but the security of their investment rests upon the indi-
vidual shoulders of the operators and the collective shoulders of all
to see that the public is safeguarded.If the public succeeds with the
chicks purchased then the public will continue to buy chicks.In no
other way can the big incubator business remain a safe business.The
commercial egg business is not expanding as rapidly as the incubator
capacity and the incubator capacity is increasing faster than the number
of creditable flocks needed to supply the quality of eggs necessary to
operate.When the baby chick supply exceeds the supply of quality
breeding flocks then decay slowly sets in.
As an industry becomes more productive and more profitable more
people engage in it.As the industry intensifies the greater become the
chances for diseases.Carry this into generation after generation of
fowls haphazardly reared and it will account for many of the poultry
problems confronting the industry.Let us not overlook the fact, breed-
ers, hatchery men, producer buyers, feeddealers and others, that what
Oregon needs is an increased number of successful poultry farms and
less effort made to steal the other fellow's customer.Let us not forget
that our volume is maintained more by new ones going into the business
than by a majority of the farms staying in business.There is room for
expansion in the poultry industry of Oregon. This expansion if proper-
ly guided, will make satisfied citizens, make securethe baby chick in-
dustry; enlarge the sphere of influence and activity of the Pacific Co-
operative and add materially to the wealth of the state. The breeder and
baby chick man holds the key not only to his private business but to the
security of the industry. The chick is the foundation upon which the en-
tire poultry structure is based. The average baby chick shipper does not
consider the important position he holds.The average buyer doesn't
realize the importance of his purchase, thereby encouraging a loosening
up in quality standards of the breedingflocks and chicks sold.
The Turn of the Road
The poultry industry is now a business and no longer ruled by
granny notions.Canada refuses to be the outlet for inferior chicks
from the United States but will recognize accredited and certified flocks
of national supervision of state organizations.Embargoes have started
against interstate shipments of chicks not tested for bacillarydiarrhea.EXHIBITS APPENDED TO COMPLAINT 51
Neighboring states ship good chicks into Oregon and some that are not
so good. The same is true of chicks produced in Oregon.
Public sentiment is changing.It is realizing that it has been shop-
ping around, sight unseen.Many of the hatchery men and breeders
have sensed the situation and have developed an organization known as
the Oregon Accredited Hatchery and Breeders Cooperative.It is an
organization based upon rigid flock inspections, culling, banding, etc.
It was brought about to protect the buying public and to safeguard their
own business.
The opposition says there will be fraud.There is a little of that in
some churches. Under the present hit and run; hit and miss; every man
for himself system, how could conditions be worse? Under the present
system there is ample opportunity for every form of fraud and deviltry
under the sun. The buying public has demanded a blanket of protection.
It is a step of progress in a rapidly growing industry. The man unwill-
ing to let the public know that his flocks are culled to a certain weight,
that he is using bona fide pedigreed males and inspected regularly is not
doing the most to inspire confidence. Many who for financial and other
reasons couldn't qualify have stated their intent of qualifying next year.
The poultry men have worked to encourage a system of rigid inspection.
Any inspection of dairy cattle, beef cattle, fruit, milk, water, shrubs,
etc., is done not to protect the seller but to protect the buying public.
Any system of accrediting, certifying or inspecting of breeding flocks
and hatcheries is done to protect the buying public against fraudulent op-
erators who were attracted to the chick business because it was profit-
able.
On such a basis will accredited and certified work stand.The out-
growth of it will mean business to the operators in proportion to quality
protection given the public.It is a forward step in this decade.There
will be as much difference in conditions ten years from now as there is
today over ten years ago.
The following article replying to Mr. Cosby's article above, is inserted here for con-
venience of the reader.President Kerr's attention was directed to this article by the
author in an indiv'idual complaint dated January 20, 1927.
WHY NON-ACCREDITED HATCHERIES AND
BREEDERSFUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES INVOLVED
By MERLE MooRE, Chairman Vigilance Committee,
Oregon Baby Chick Association.
The writer did not intend to start any wrangling over the back
yard fence, but since Mr. Cosby has started this "rag chewing," here
goes."A spade will be called a spade."
Your article, Mr. Cosby, has a very mean and condemning tone, and
no doubt has done more damage to the poultry and baby chick industry
than it can live down for years to come.The writer admits that there
is no doubt some hatcheries and breeders placing chicks upon the mar-
ket below the cost of production of good chicks, but you have made a
sweeping statement.
Now, Mr. Cosby, why hasn't your poultry department, ifitis so
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first, taken them into your confidence and worked out the problems
quietly and in harmony? To the writer's knowledge nothing of the kind
has ever been done. You will say, no doubt, that meetings have been
held.Of course they have, but they have been open, general meetings
where no one could get anywhere, the multitude being swayed by some
few speakers.There was no analyzing of problems. No data, facts nor
figures to work with.
In regard to the bacillary white diarrhea problem will say that there
are no figures available in this state, to the knowledge of the writer, as
to loss due to B. D. nor the number of percent of reactors of each
breed. The writer has endeavored to obtain same from local authorities,
but has failed.No doubt a small percent of hens will show up as re-
actors.In some cases a hen will show as a nonreactor while the next
week she may be a reactor.In humans the percent showing diphtheria
germs islarge, but few people have them in sufficient numbers to
cause damage.
Will a large department store or manufacturing plant start up or
build until those concerned have a complete analysis of the situation at
hand? They require all data and facts right up to date, complete, no
basing on some one's assumption.
Authority after authority state that the B. D. problem is in the ex-
perimental stage, some condemning it outright while others state "make
haste slowly." Now the writer is not condemning the B. D. test.You
state that there are dairy tests, etc.Isn't it a fact that the state pays for
this?While in the B. D. test it would cost the larger hatcheries around
$2000 per year and up as near as can be computed. This cost is passed
on to the customer. Who wants to pay this amount of money on an
uncertainty, when customers will get chicks by the thousand and no
case of B. D. showing up.Also reliable concerns keep a record as to
what pens or flocks the chicks are from and to whom they are shipped.
And further isn't it a fact that most of the culling and inspecting is
and will be done by men, either as students or just out of college? How
many industrial concerns employ such help in their importantpositions?
Again coming to accreditation and certification, a prominent breeder
stated that it was his opinion that there would be more chance of crook-
ed work and practices under the protection of the association than out
of it.
The writer, through experience with the Oregon Baby Chick asso-
ciation, has found a general trend among breeders and hatcherymen for
better stock and hatching methods. Keen competition, as there is, will
always tend to improve or produce better quality of goods.Persons not
in the commercial field and depending upon the commercial phase of
the industry for their living have considerable to learn. How many who
have been connected with your poultry department in the past as well
as the present have made a success for themselvesin the poultry field?
Some have cast the mother hen aside and have endeavored to make it
alone, but in the majority of the cases have come back to some state
institution for protection and keep, either wholly or in part.
Why was it that the accreditation committee submitted a tentative
plan based upon the federal plan to the Oregon Baby Chick association
and Oregon Poultrymen's association the past summer for their approvalEXHIBITS APPENDED TO COMPLAINT 53
and indorsement and then almost immediately a new or sub-committee
drew up an altogether different plan and had it incorporated? The first
plan although being in a brief form seemed to be 0. K.Not so with
the last plan.The corporation, for that is what it is, has in its articles
of corporation a clause empowering it to deal in property (real or per-
sonal), as read. JUST KEEP THIS IN MIND.
Further, in the agreement presented at the Salem meeting late last
summer for signing contained this:
"It is expressly understood and agreed that failure to abide by the
rules and regulations of said association or any part thereof shall sub-
ject me to whatsoever damage to said association, or to the individual
members thereof, may accrue by reason of my failure to comply there-
with, and upon declaration of forfeiture by proper officials of the asso-
ciation all my rights as a member of said association."
Number 2 of Rules and Regulations we find:
'The Oregon Agricultural College shall have general supervision
of the work, approve and train supervisors, issue certificates to super-
visors, hatcheries and flock owners, and publish alistof accredited
hatcheries and certified breeders."
And in No. 5 we find:
"He (speaking of supervisor or deputy) shall have full power to en-
force all rules and regulations of the association.No appeal from his
decision will be valid unless sustained by a majority vote of the execu-
tive committee and no appeal will operate to stay his order, UNTIL it
has been sustained by the executive committee."
Let us go into the affair a little more. By referring to Sec. 3, Article
5 we find that three members of the executive committee shall constitute
a quorum. Now let's see, it takes a two-thirds vote to constitute a vot-
ing power, hence all of this power can be put in the hands of only two
men who might be, no doubt, your business rivals.Fellow poultrymen
and hatcherymen, would you sign anything like this?It matters not
how the poultryman transgresses the law, be it wilfully or accidentally,
he is subject to fine and damage, and since the corporation is empower-
ed to deal in property, it can step in and take one's property away from
him, in the writer's opinion.
The executive committee must have at least one man appointed by
the 0. A. C. poultry department.Further the flocks must be culled ac-
cording to 0. A. C. standards. What are these standards? When have
these been published?Can they be changed from time to time to suit
some one's whim?In the little four page pamphlet issued for the late
summer meeting at Salem, the 0. A. C. or the poultry department is
mentioned no less than 13 times.It seems to be a sort of dictatorship.
The writer supposed that the college, (no, he should not use the term
college, as that is too inclusive, for there are some fine departments in
the college and the college has done very fine work as a whole, but
should say the poultry department), was for instruction and advice in the
solving of problems instead of ruling by force.The writer does not
mean to include all in the poultry department.
Furthermore the secretary of the Accredited association, in a Cali-
fornia paper used this phrase in the association ad: "Tested for B. W.54 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
D."Isn't this unethical for an organization? According to all informa-
tion received some of the so-called accredited flocks and hatcheries do
not intend to have their birds tested, while others only in part, and of
course the remainder all their birds.It isn't for want of laboratory
equipment or space and help nor bleeding help. A few weeks ago the
writer was told by the secretary that he expected it would be two or
three years before the association would demand all flocks accredited to
be tested.
And again the writer cannot forget about a letter circulated by an
eastern Oregon county agent recommending certain few hatcheries and
breeders, omitting larger hatcheries and breeders, some being known all
over the world, as well as the small man who is trying his best to get a
foothold. The selection was not made by quality of stock.The recom-
mendation as stated in the letter came from the poultry extension de-
partment.
Now, Mr. Cosby, you speak of the "hammer club" in connection
with cooperative egg selling.Don't force the poultrymen to drag this
not forgotten, ill smelling, "skeleton from the closet."As the writer
remembers this was before your time.The association is doing fine
now but it took the "hammer club" to put the organization back on its
foundation.
Now what we need is to reorganize the whole affair, state tested
flocks at state expense or at least at a much reduced cost, the cost by
present method running into thousands of dollars which is being passed
on to the buyer to pay. A very small egg capacity of the state belongs
to the Accredited association.It just seems to be another means of
selling chicks.Further, this movement should be national instead of by
states as it reflects on local products.The writer knows of no place
where it has been a howling success.In most places they seem to be
giving up the movement where it has been tried.The committee draft-
ing the rules, regulations, etc., represented a very, very small percent of
the hatching capacity of the state.EXHIBITS APPENDED rO REPLY
EXHIBIT A 1
OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
CORVALLIS, OREGON
May 16, 1927.
Director J. T. Jardine, Campus.
Dear Director Jardine: Complying with your request, we are writing
this to give you additional information regarding both Bacillary White
Diarrhea in Poultry, and our attitude toward this disease.
White diarrhea recognized by science for 25 years.
More than 25 years ago, Dr. Rettger, of Yale University, described
this specific disease in poultry.Later he isolated the organism causing it,
and showed that the infection is passed from the infected hen to her chicks
through the egg.It has been demonstrated that this disease causes eco-
nomic losses in three ways, as follows:
1.Decreased production by infected hens.
2. Decreased hatchability of eggs from infected hens.
3.Increased mortality among chicks hatched from infected eggs.
Many poultrymen are aware of only the last-named of these three
sources of loss.
Agglutination test recognized nationally as reliable.
The agglutination test, as a method of diagnosis, was first suggested
by Dr. Jones of Cornell some fourteen years ago.Within the next three
years, both the Massachusetts and Connecticut stations published bulletins
giving results of this test and advocating its use as a means of control and
eradication.
In 1915 our laboratory tested our college flock and one commercial
breeding flock near Corvallis.Trap-nest records showed that the reacting
hens in our flock were producing well below the average of the flock.The
owner of the commercial flock advised that while he removed about 10 per-
cent of his hens because of reactions, his decrease in egg production was
barely 5 percent.Both Professor Dryden and the poultryman above re-
ferred to reported better livability of their chicks the following spring.
In 1925 the poultry office of the Animal Husbandry Division of the
Bureau of Animal Industry of the United States Department of Agricul-
ture sent out a questionnaire to the various agricultural college veterinarians
and poultry pathologists concerning the possibility of controlling bacillary
diarrhea in poultry flocks.Excerpts from the replies to this questionnaire
were mimeographed as a circular entitled, "Control of Bacillary White
Diarrhea," this circular being mailed out by Dr. J. R. Mohler, chief of
Bureau of Animal Husbandry under date of July 18, 1925.The following
quotations are from the portion of this circular entitled, "Reliability of
Agglutination Test."
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"In my opinion the agglutination test for bacillary white diarrhea in-
fection in grown chickens is reliable.This conclusion is the result of at
least ten years' work on the agglutination test and its practical application
throughout the State of Connecticut.Of course, we must all admit that
no diagnostic test is one hundred percent perfect, even the blood tests for
typhoid and syphilis in man." (Rettger) Yale.
"We have found, after several years of application of the agglutina-
tion test, that it has given results which have located carriers of the dis-
ease, and after they have been eliminated from the flock conditions have
improved wonderfully. Our yearly reports on the progress of the work will
give you some of the data.The livability of the chicks hatched this year
from bacillary white diarrhea free flocks, as determined by the agglutina-
tion test, has been approximately 95 percent." (Gage) Massachusetts Ag-
ricultural College.
"Yes.If conducted by an experienced individual.There is. consider-
able danger at present that this test will fall into the hands of many who
are not all capable of using it properly."(Bushnell) Kansas State Agri-
cultural College.
"The agglutination test for bacillary white diarrhea in chickens is one
of the most reliable biological tests applied in the diagnosis of animal dis-
ease.The trouble in applying this test, however, lies in the fact that
people fail to realize the importance of sanitation, the common impression
being that bacillary white diarrhea is only transmitted through the egg
and not from bird to bird, whether adults or chicks." (Stafseth) Michigan
State College.
"The agglutination test for bacillary white diarrhea in chicks is as
reliable as any other blood test.The main trouble with this test at the
present time is the indifferent, careless method of using it."(Craig) Pur-
due University (Indiana).
"I believe the agglutination test for white diarrhea is quite reliable if
conducted properly.I believe, however, that the technic for the test needs
to be standardized.There are at least four different methods being used
for running this test at the present time and doubtless the results of the
tests are not uniform." (Runnells) Virginia.
"The agglutination test properly conducted by a competent laboratory
worker experienced in interpreting the test is a reliable diagnostic meas-
ure." (Murray) Iowa State College.
So far as we have been able to find, the Wisconsin Station is the
only one which has reported unsatisfactory results.
Dr. W. A. Hooker of the Office of Experiment Stations in the 125
Report of the Experiment Stations, page 125, states in concluding a review
of the investigations of bacillary white diarrhea:
"The work with B. pitlioruin as here reviewed would seem to support
the conclusion of Beaudette in 1925 that more is probably known of this
disease than any other malady of the common fowl and it would appear
that a sound basis has been laid for practical control and even eradication.
..It is not too much to say that when the accreditation work, now
in its infancy, has become universally adopted and the disease practically
etiminated from American poultry yards the saving as a result will far
exceed the total amount now appropriated annually for research work at
the experiment stations."REPLIES FROM 18 STATES TO QUESTIONNAIRE REGARDING BACILLARY DIARRHEA
Do you consider Has the diseaseHas the develop- Have the poultry-
the agglutinationDo you considerbeen introducedment of the corn-Approximately men requested
test for bacillarybadillary diarrheainto your statemercial hatcheryhow many agglutIs the demandthese tests or
Reply fromdiarrhea a reliablea serious diseaseby chicks from increased theination tests havefor the have they been
method of of poultry? commercial danger from thisbeen run under
work
increasing? coerced into
diagnosis? hatcheries? disease? your supervision? testing?
New Hampshire
E. M. Gildow Yes Yes Yes No reply 150,000 Yes No coercion
Massachusetts Service has beenMost serious dis-
G. E. Gage highly satisfactoryease of poultry Yes Believe yes Nearly 500,000 Yes No coercion
New York Quite serious in
V. A. Moore Yes some sections Do not know Theoretically, yes20,000 to 30,000Somewhat Both
New Jersey
F. R. Beaudette Yes Yes Yes Yes
Think it greatly
170,000 Yes No coercion
Pennsylvania Feelit has been
E. L. Stubbs Yes Very serious introduced increases danger 60,000 Yes No coercion
Best we have. Will
Virginia greatly reduce it,Most serious Probably
R. A. Runnels not eliminate in Virginia introduced Yes 60,000 Yes No coercion
North Carolina 50,000 in state
B. F. Kaupp 98% accurate Yes Yes Yes - laboratory Yes No coercion
Kentucky Yes, one of
W. Vi'. Dimock Yes most serious Yes Yes 7,000 Yes No coercion
Ohio Yes in heavy birds,
L. W. Goss Yes no leghorns Yes Yes 5,000 No No coercion
Indiana His lab.,100.000
R. A. Craig Yes Yes Yes Yes State, 800,000 Yes No coercion
Hatcheries mostHatcheries most
Michigan Perhaps most important sourceimportant sourceHis lab.,100,000
H. J. Stafseth Yes serious in stateof infection of infection State, 200,000 Yes No coercion
Illinois Relatively Hatcheries mostHatcheries most
Robt. Graham accurate Yes important_factorimportant factorNo totals given Yes No coercion
Minnesota One of most Evidence sup- In my judgment,
C. P. Fitch Yes serious ports it has
No absolute
yes 50,000 Yes No coercion
Some coercion Iowa One of most
Chas. Murray Yes serious evidence Think it has 20,000 No, decreasingby hatcheries
Missouri Spread in state
J. W. Connoway Yes Yes by hatcheries Yes No figures givenYes No coercion
Kansas By far most
W. R. Hinshaw Yes serious Probably No doubt yes 80,000 Yes No coercion
Not absolutely
Nebraska reliable, but by
L. Van Es far best we have Yes No reply Yes 5,000 to 6,000 Yes No coercion
Demand for
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The committee on Poultry Diseases of the United States Live Stock
Sanitary Association, consisting of Dr. L. Van Es, University of Nebraska,
chairman; D. V. A. Moore, dean of New York State Veterinary College
at Cornell University; Dr. E. L. Stubbs, Pennsylvania State Live Stock
Sanitary Board; Dr. S. Eriksen, Kansas City; Dr. F. R. Beaudette, New
Jersey Department of Agriculture; Dr. J. R. Beach, University of Cali-
fornia; Dr. Robert Graham, University of Illinois; Dr. H. J.Stafseth,
Michigan State College; and Dr. W. R. Hinshaw, Kansas State Agricul-
tural College, reported in part as follows at the last association meeting,
December 1-3, 1926:
"Bacl1arv White Diarrhea.
"This disease ... constitutes .a most serious menace to the poul-
try industry as it is now organized.In the organization of this industry,
large hatcheries, using the eggs of a great number of flocks, distribute
their output of day old chicks to a numerous clientele.They thus con-
tribute to the dissemination of disease whenever the eggs of virus-carrying
fowls are used in their operations .....
"Your committee is fully agreed that the agglutination test may be
made the base of a procedure to eliminate infection and as a means helpful
in the maintenance of clean flocks.. . .Efforts are already under way
in consummation of this ideal. ...A demand is developing for regu-
latory work."






Indiana --------------------------------300,000 in four years ------------------------200,000200,000
New Jersey ----------------------------------------------------------------------28,00052,00090,000
New Hampshire --------------11,00017,00040,000 ------------------------40,00070,000
Massachusetts------------------24,00029,00033,00059,00067,00068,000127,000
Idaho----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------30,000
Connecticut -------------------------2 years, 1915-16, 21,000 12,00020,000
Michigan-------------------------------------- 2,779 5,000 9,000------------------------100,000
Kansas ---------------------------------------------------------- 80,000in fouryears





Iowa --------------------------------------About 20,000 alltold
Virginia ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------24,00035,000
North Carolina ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 9,00041,000
New York ----------------------------About 25,000 alltold
Nebraska ------------------------------About5,000alltold
Minnesota -----------------------------About 50,000 all told
Kentucky--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 7,000
At the same meeting Dr. Mohler called attention to the fact that the
test had not been standardized, and that there were discrepancies in the
results obtained in different laboratories with the same serum.All lab-
oratory workers and all field men using biological tests for the diagnosis
of disease know that such discrepancies are to be expected.This same
criticism can be made of the tuberculin test, but we know that tuberculosis
is being controlled and eradicated through its use.
In order to obtain the latest information on this subject a question-
naire was recently mailed to the veterinarians in charge of poultry diseaseExHIBITs APPENDED TO REPLY 59
work at the experiment stations of the principal poultry-producing states.
Replies have been received to date from 18 states.The questions with
summaries of the replies were as shown in the table on page 57.
That the test is proving successful is further established by the fact
that the number of tests made in the various laboratories is increasing each
year.[See table on page 58.]
The states of Massachusetts and Connecticut, which began field work
with this test more than twelve years ago, are still testing birds in increas-
ing numbers.
Our faith in the test is evidenced by the fact that one year our depart-
ment of Poultry Husbandry refused to sell eggs from our South Farm
because of the number of reactors.
Since we have this confidence in the test, we advise prospective buyers
who ask for suggestions, that they buy chicks from tested hens only. This
is in accord with our well-established policy of advising the purchase of
tuberculin- and abortion-tested cattle only, and of hogs immunized against
hog cholera.
Testing in Oregon.
In Oregon, requests for testing are increasing.Approximately 8,000
tests were conducted during the year 1925-26.During the testing year
1926-27, from October 1, 1926, to February 1, 1927, somewhat over 29,000
tests were conducted.This year's testing in this state involved 26,381
females and 2,982 males; 10.41 percent of the females proved to be reactors
to the test.One flock was found to show 50 percent reactors, a number
of others showing from 30 to 40 percent.While we are not in a position
at the present time to say that any of the flocks we have tested are
entirely free of the infection, certainly not more than five of the flocks
tested this year would qualify.The Oregon flocks tested this year num-
bered 70, and represent flocks distributed over Western Oregon.
Valuable information has been obtained during the past two years'
testing in connection with a prominent breeding establishment in this state.
Last year the testing of 2825 fowls in connection with the above establish-
ment showed 14.97 percent reactors.The testing of some 8 or 10 flocks
coming from this stock has shown a goodly percentage of reactors in every
instance.The testing of 2841 fowls in connection with the above estab-
lishment the present year has shown a reduction in the number of reactors
to 8.46 percent.
Information recently obtained in connection with chicks brought to
us for diagnosis emphasizes the seriousness of the bacillary diarrhea prob-
lem in connection with the rearing of chicks.Under date of February 28
five chicks were brought to us which were hatched by a well-known Oregon
hatcheryman.This flock of chicks numbered 600 at one week of age, at
which age they were purchased.Chicks from this flock were brought to
us when they were three weeks old, at which time they had lost 350 of the
600.Bacteriological examination of the five chicks brought us showed
infection in four, whkh in our opinion, as determined by running labora-
tory tests, was bacillary diarrhea infection.The hatcheryman from whom
these chicks were purchased is among those who are most bitterly opposed
to the application of this method of control. We have just recently had
an opportunity to test a number of breeding fowls in a flock supplying60 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
eggs to the above-mentioned hatchery.Forty-one blood samples from this
flock were brought us for a diagnosis.Of these blood samples 24.39 per-
cent gave a positive reaction, indicating that this flock is a severely infect-
ed one.It is not improbable that the chicks above-mentioned came from
this flock.Furthermore, we have information from the owner of the flock
from which the above 41 blood samples came that he is having material
losses in his chicks.In fact, this is what induced him to bring us the
blood samples for diagnosis.
In several other instances definite diagnoses of bacillary white dia-
rrhea have been made in chicks brought to the laboratory because of high
mortality.In only one instance did the diseased chicks originate from a
tested flock.
All agglutination test records, together with the records in connection
with the above-mentioned chicks, in which bacillary diarrhea was diagnosed
are on file in this office.
We have heard indirectly of some little criticism of the accuracy of
the test as coming from a few of the Oregon hatcherymen, none of whom
has had any testing done. The two who have apparently been most active
in such criticisms requested their local veterinarian to test their flocks.
This would indicate that they probably have at least some faith in the test.
White diarrhea quarantine requires test for interstate shipment.
Some Oregon poultrymen seem to believe that the department of Vet-
erinary Medicine of the Oregon Experiment Station fostered the bacillary
white diarrhea quarantine which will go into effect August 1 of this year.
This is not truethe facts are as follows:
In June of 1926, the Live Stock Sanitary authorities of the State of
Washington issued a quarantine order effective August 1, 1926, preventing
the shipment of chicks or hatching eggs into Washington unless they came
from tested stock. A committee of poultrymen from Oregon, together
with some California people, met with the Washington Live Stock Sani-
tary authorities in July of that year, and requested that this quarantine be
amended to become effective August 1, 1927.This request was granted.
The officers of the Oregon Poultry Association then appeared before
the Oregon State Live Stock Sanitary Board, of which one of us (B. T. S.)
is a member, and requested that our state adopt the same regulations.All
members of the board present at the meeting voted to grant this request
from the poultry people.
It would seem that these states have not acted prematurely.Already
the live stock sanitary authorities of the states of Illinois, New Jersey,
Delaware, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Texas are recognizing
officially tested flocks, while Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Mich-
igan, and probably others have semi-official organizations which accredit
tested flocks.
Since Washington and Oregon issued their quarantines, Idaho has
issued a similar proclamation.
Soon after the quarantine order was issued, the Oregon Accredited
Hatchery and Breeders Cooperative was organized.The members re-
quested the State Live Stock Sanitary Board to deputize their inspector as
an official having power to collect blood samples for official testing for
bacillary white diarrhea.This was done.EXHIBITS APPENDED TO REPLY 61
Realizing that the poultrymen who were not members of this organi-
zation had no satisfactory means at hand for having their fowls bled under
official inspection, we asked Dr. Lytle, our State Veterinarian; Mr. Taylor,
president of our Live Stock Sanitary Board; Mr. Snow, president of the
Oregon Poultry Association; and Mr. Russell, of the Russell Poultry Yards,
to meet in our office and discuss the situation.At our suggestion Dr.
Lytle and Mr. Taylor agreed to deputize some competent person to collect
blood from flocks which would not be visited by the inspector of the Ore-
gon Accredited Hatchery and Breeders Cooperative.Dr. Johnson spent
some little time training a man for this work.After this man was granted
the authority to collect blood as an official of the Oregon State Live Stock
Sanitary Board, one of us (W. T. J.) advised with him in working out a
schedule for bleeding the various flocks.So far as we know, both these
fieldmen gave the Oregon poultrymen good satisfaction.
In conclusion, we may summarize as follows:
1.Bacillary white diarrhea is a serious disease of poultry.
2. We believe the agglutination test is reliable, and that the disease
can be controlled and eradicated through its use.
3. We advise prospective buyers to purchase from tested flocks only.
4.Requests for testing have increased in both Oregon and the coun-
try as a whole.
5. The quarantine against untested poultry stock was issued by the
Oregon State Live Stock Sanitary Board at the request of the Oregon
poultrymen.
6. At our suggestion, the Oregon State Live Stock Sanitary Board
deputized a special man to collect blood from flocks which would not be




By B. T. Simms, W. T. Johnson,
Department of Veterinary Medicine.
EXHIBIT A 2
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
BUREAU OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
WASHINGTON, D. C.
March 21, 1927.
Professor Alfred G. Lunn,
Poultry Department, Agricultural College,
Corvallis, Oregon.
Dear Professor Lunn:
Replying to your letter of March 11, we note with interest the obser-
vations you make concerning the attitude of some of your accredited
hatchery people toward the activities of the College in respect to the
certification work. We can hardly understand this, because in order to
do official accreditation work it must be backed by some official State
institution and, in the great majority of states, the agricultural college62 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
is sponsoring the work.Without official backing of some kind, the
accreditation work probably would not receive recognition from the
Department here, or it might not count for much even in your own state.
I expect that Mr. Lackie will be able to give you complete informa-
tion concerning the number of states carrying on the work, but in case
he is not able to do so, we are glad to give you herewith a list of the
states together with the name of official immediately responsible for the
work, from whom you can get accurate information as to how the work
is being conducted in their states.
Arizona: Mr. S. R. Wallis, Poultry Specialist, 310 Federal Bank &
Trust Building, Little Rock.
California: Mr. Chas. Keane, Div. of Animal Industry, State Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Sacramento.
Connecticut: Mr. Roy E. Jones, Poultry Specialist, Agricultural Col-
lege, Storrs, Conn.
Delaware: Dr. Frank Hare, State Board of Agriculture, Dover.
Florida: Prof. W. R. Mehrhoff, Poultry Specialist, Agricultural Col-
lege, Gainesville.
Illinois: Mr. A. D. Smith, Poultry Husbandry, State Department of
Agriculture, Springfield.
Iowa: Prof. H. A. Bittenbender, Poultry Department, Agricultural
College, Ames.
Kansas: Mr. J. H. McAdams, Poultry Specialist, Agricultural Col-
lege, Manhattan.
Kentucky: Prof. J. Holmes Martin, Poultry Department, Agricul-
tural College, Lexington.
Massachusetts:Prof. J. C. Graham, Poultry Department, Agricul-
tural College, Amherst.
Michigan: Mr. J. A. Hannah, Poultry Specialist, Agricultural Col-
lege, East Lansing.
Missouri:Mr. Berley Winton, Poultry Department, Agricultural
College, Columbia.
Nebraska:Prof. F. E. Mussehl, Poultry Department, Agricultural
College, Lincoln.
New Jersey: Mr. Alben E. Jones, Specialist, Department of Agricul-
ture, Trenton, N. J.
New York: Prof. J. E. Rice, Poultry Department, Agricultural Col-
lege, Ithaca.
North Carolina: Dr. B. F. Kaupp, Poultry Department, Agricultural
College, Raleigh, N. C.
Ohio: Mr. G. S. Vickers, Poultry Specialist, Agricultural College,
Columbus.
Oklahoma:Prof. R. B. Thompson, Poultry Department, Agricul-
tural College, Stiliwater.
Pennsylvania: Mr. P. R. Taylor, Bureau of Markets, Harrisburg.
South Carolina:Dr. W. K. Lewis, State Vet., 901 Liberty Bank
Building, Columbia.
Tennessee: Dr. W. B. Lincoln, State Vet., Nashville.
Texas:Prof. R. W. Sherwood, Poultry Department, Agricultural
College, College Station.
Virginia: Mr. J. H. Meek, Div. of Markets, 1030 State Office Build-
ing, Richmond.ExIIBITs APPENDED TO REPLY 63
Washington: Dr. W. D. Buchanan, Poultry Department, Agricul-
tural College, Pullman.
Regarding the inquiry in your last paragraph, we handle inquiries
concerning breeders of poultry of all sorts in a very simple way. We
give such inquirers a few names of breeders and then have the following
closing paragraph:
"The Department cannot undertake to give a complete list of
such breeders and no discrimination is intended if the name of any
breeder has been omitted; nor is the Department in a position to
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DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY
CORVALLIS, OREGON
March II,1927.
Dr. M. A. Jull,
Bureau of Animal Industry,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Dr. Jull:
Our Accredited Hatchery project has struck a snag. A group of
non.members have protested the activities of the College in assisting
the members.Also, my own work as Secretary-Treasurer of the Asso-
ciation.I have just written to Mr. Lackie asking for a list of states
having the plan in one form or another. He may not have the informa-
tion.I would appreciate it if you would give me such a list, if you have
it, together with the names of the secretaries.
How does your division answer an inquiry as to where a party might
obtain leghorns, minorcas, or any other breed of stock?The protest
to which I refer calls attention to the fact that any list of names sent
out by our department or any recommendations are discriminating.It
is my opinion that every poultry department in the country receives such
inquiries and sends out the information desired.Personally, I feel that
we should do so and that we can do so without being partial.Do you
have any policy regarding this?I would appreciate very much any in-
formation that you might care to send me that will help me in framing
a reply to this protest.
Very truly yours,
ALFRED G. LUNN,
Chief in Poultry.64 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
EXHIBIT A 3
POLICY OF STATE INSTITUTIONS IN ACCREDITA-
TION WORK
(Summarized from Individual letters.)
U. S. Department of Agriculture:
Doctor M. A. Jull, head of Government poultry department, says in
his letter of March 21, 1927 (Exhibit A)* * * in order to do official
accreditation work it must be backed by some official State institution
and, in the great majority of States, the agricultural college is sponsoring
the work. Without official backing of some kind, the accreditation work
probably would not receive recognition from the Department here * * *"
Iowa:
Iowa State College of Agriculture furnishes clerical record, steno-
graphic help, and a certain amount of printing.(See letter from Prof.
H. A. Hittenbender.)
California:
California University originally fostered as extension projects the
accreditation associations.They are now self-supporting with county
agents in close touch with them.Members of the poultry department
act largely in an advisory capacity.(See letter from Prof. W. A. Lip-
pincott.)
Kansas:
Kansas State Agricultural College originated the accreditation plan
three years ago and has sponsored the plan ever since.One of the ex-
tension specialists serves as secretary.(See letter from L. F. Payne.)
New Jersey:
New Jersey State Department of Agriculture has absolute adminis-
trative power over certification work in allits phases.The college
trains the inspectors.Their rules and regulations are similar to Ore-
gon's.(See letter from Alben E. Jones.)
Virginia:
Virginia State Department of Agriculture has charge of accredita-
tion work and furnishes inspector, whose time is charged for at $10.00
per day.(See letter from J. N. Meek.)Virginia will hatch approxi-
mately 1,250,000 certified chicks during 1927.
Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture has absolute charge of
accreditation work.There is no private association.(See letter from
E. J. Lawless, Jr.)
Missouri:
University of Missouri practically carries on the accreditation work
and the extension specialist acts as secretary-treasurer.(See letter from
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Tennessee:
Tennessee Department of Agriculture is responsible for carrying
out a state law on accreditation.Flock and hatchery owners pay the
inspector $10.00 per day.(See letter from W. B. Lincoln.)
Massachusetts:
Massachusetts Agricultural College, through its poultry department,
assists the accreditation association.It also approves the manager, and
the extension specialist serves as secretary.(See letter from J. C. Gra-
ham.)
Texas:
The head of the poultry department is chairman of the committee
on accreditation.The head of the experiment station poultry depart-
ment is secretary.(See letter from R. M. Sherwood.)
Ohio:
Ohio State University poultry department trains inspectors for ac-
creditation association.Appoints a member of the board of directors.
The head of the department serves as secretary.(See letter from G. S.
Vickers.)
Kentucky:
University of Kentucky assists the accreditation work quite general-
ly.The experiment station poultryiian is secretary.
New York:
Cornell University.The poultry department started accreditation
work in New York. Took full charge of it for several years until it was
self-supporting and still furnishes inspectors and men for culling.
EXHIBIT B 1
The Record of Performance
Poultry Breeders' Association
of British Columbia (Dominion of Canada)
* * * * *
Secretary-Treasurer:
E. A.LLOYD,University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B. C.
Excerpt from 5th Annual Catalogue of R. 0. P. Poultry Breeders
Association, 1927, page 1.Mr. Lloyd is head of the Poultry department
at University of British Columbia.66 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
EXHIBIT B 2
WORLD'S CHAMPIONS
Under Strict Inspection of Trapnest Records by
Canadian Government Officials
Seven years of Dominion Record of Performance and Registration
have done the trick.
R. 0. P. BREEDERS' ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
*E. A. Lloyd, University of B. C., Vancouver, B. C.
(Pacific Poultryman, March, 1927, page 37.)
Head of poultry department.
[NoTE: Exhibits B 3, B 4, B 5 appear on pages 13, 14, 15.]
EXHIBIT B 6
(Closing paragraph of booklet, "Ohio Accredited Baby Chicks" is-
sued by Ohio Poultry Improvement Association, Columbus, Ohio.)
The Association Trade Mark
The label reproduced on the back cover of this booklet is the trade
mark for Ohio Accredited Chicks.Only hatcheries that have complied
with all the regulations laid down by the Ohio Poultry Improvement
Association and the Poultry Department of Ohio State University for
the conduct of Accredited Hatcheries are permitted to use this label.
This label carries the following protection to chick buyers:
Chicks hatched from accredited flocks.
Chicks that are true to name.
Nocrippled or deformed chicks.
Sanitary hatching conditions.
The services of the field manager in settling disputes if any should
arise from the order.
For further information regarding Ohio Accredited Hatcheries, ad-
dress *Roy E. Roberts, Secretary.
OHIO POULTRY IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION,
Poultry Dept., Ohio State University,
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Member of Experiment Station staff.EXHIBITS APPENDED TO REPLY 67
EXHIBIT B 7
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND
HOME ECONOMICS, STATE OF IDAHO, BOISE
UNIVERSITY OF IDAhO COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE









I have your letter of the 11th inst., and in reply will advise that we
have no baby chick or flock accredited Association in Idaho.It is all
done by the Extension Service of the University and on the basis of the
agreements prepared by us both as to hatcheries and flock accreditization.
I believe sometime ago I sent you a copy of our flock mating agree.
ments, also our Hatcherymen's agreement.I am just now writing a
new agreement for next season and as soon as theyhave the approval
of the Director of Extension Service, I will send you a copy of our flock
mating agreement, our hatcherymen's agreement and our turkey accred-
itization agreement, from which you may be able to draw conclusions as
to just how we operate.
In February 3rd, issue of the Idaho Farmer, which is one of the
Northwest Trio and I dare say the same article ran in the Oregon Farm-
er, I outlined the method of operation.If you did not find this in the
Oregon Farmer, you might have them send you a copy of the Idaho
Farmer of this date and if this is not convenient, write me and I will
see that you get a copy.
We have no complaints over here that I know of.Insofar as I
know everybody wants their stuff accredited.There might be a few
instances but if there are they are of small inconsequential flocks.As
you know, our breeding work has not developed to anymarked extent
in Idaho.However, I selected and banded 34,812 head this year and I
did this personally.
It occurs to me from what I can learn of our people here in Idaho
that they want me to send out their names or rather lists to inquiring
people and I am sending you a mimeographed copy of our turkey and
poultry list.
I think I know who some of your complaining persons are in Ore-
gon and I am quite certain that I know what their motives are and you
undoubtedly have my sympathy when it comes to working with them.
I think if we had an Association here in Idaho that we might have the
same trouble but in place of poultrymen not wanting us to do these
things, I find that there is a fight to have us do it and as a matter of fact
there has been circulating in Idaho a petition requesting more help for
me in order that I may be in a position to handle this work that comes
up this year.
Incidentally, while writing you, I have been thinking for sometime
to write for the assistance of one of your men for two or three months68 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
this fall.I wonder if Prof. Fox or someone of the men in Oregon might
be released to assist me two or three or four months with this flock
mating work this fall.I am to have something like two to four months
assistance and I do not know of any place where I could geta man
suitable for this work outside of 0. A. C.I want a man who can work
fast at individual selection of breeding stock, isn't afraid to put ina few
hours and can supervise people in taking blood samples.The farmers
will furnish the help.That, I can outline very readily when Iget





COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE IN AGRICULTURE
AND HOME ECONOMICS OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
University of Idaho College of Agriculture and
U. S. Department of Agriculture Cooperating
UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO EXTENSION DIVISION
STATE ACCREDITED POULTRY FLOCKS
Directory for 1927
(A list of breeders by counties follows the above official heading.)
EXHIBIT B 8
BUY ONLY MICHIGAN ACCREDITED CHICKS
An Accredited Chick A Michigan Accredited Chick
is a Better Chick is the Best Chick
All accredited flocks individually approved by Mich. S. C. and M.
P. I. A.Accredited Chicks are from stock free from major faults.True
to type, color, and well bred for production.Certified Chicks are by
males from 200 egg dams. The words 'Michigan Accredited" or "Mich-
igan Certified" in the adv. of Mich. hatcheries guarantee truthfulness.
For list of Mich. Acc. and Cert. Hatcheries, write J. A. Hannah,* M. S.
C., East Lansing, Mich.
Extension Poultry Specialist, Michigan State College of Agriculture.
[NOTE:Exhibit B 9 appears on page 16.)
EXHIBIT C
RADIO LECTURE BY PROFESSOR LUNN
FEBRUARY 7, 1927
For the few minutes remaining I wish to discuss with you the work
of accreditation and certification.To date there has been no plan, or,EXHIBITS APPENDED TO REPLY 69
it would be better to say, no practical plan developed for theregistra-
tion of poultry in the United States as prevails with farm animals.
About the only check the public has had upon the breeder's workhas
been the results of the egg-laying contests.Because of this fact, our
poultry breeders have been to a great extent handicapped.The un-
scrupulous breeder and hatchery have taken advantage of the great de-
mand for chicks.False statements have been made in advertising, and
the buying public has had no means of obtaining a guarantee or assur-
ance that the stock purchased was what it wasclaimed to be.
The Canadian Government started the first movement in this direc-
tion by establishing in 1919 the official record of performance work.
This was a government plan.It placed the egg-laying contests of the
Dominion and likewise placed the private flocks of breeders who desired
the service under official supervision and inspection.The Canadian
work has been very successfully carried out.It has been rather an ex-
pensive movement, but the expense has been borne in a large measure
by the government.Under the Canadian plan the breeder makes appli-
cation to have a certain number of birds entered in the record of per-
formance test.The government inspectors go over the flocks, culling
out all individuals not meeting the requirements, and place asealed leg
band on those which pass.Monthly unannounced inspections are made
by these government officials.All the stock is trap-nested, and dupli-
cates of the monthly trap-nest records are sent to theDivision of Live-
stock at Ottawa, where they are checked.At the end of the year all
birds meeting the requirements for registration, and those meetingthe
requirements of advanced registration are announced in the government
official publications.
As already stated, no practal plan of a government supervised
association has been as yet presented which would be similar inits
nature to that carried on in Canada. However, there hasbeen a demand
for official inspection, or, as it is called, certification and accreditation
in the United States. At the present time there are in the neighborhood
of 20 or more states which have in practice some form or other of this
movement of work, and it is quite likely that within the year theDepart-
ment of Agriculture at Washington will offer a Federal plan,in order
that all state work might be carried on upon a uniform basis. A Fed-
eral plan has been developed, and this plan is now being used by sev-
eral states.Oregon and Washington both have an association of accred-
itation and certification.They are similar in the main to the Federal
plan, the difference being that the Oregon and Washington plans are
more rigid, and the requirements higher.The question might well be
asked: What advantage is such a plan to the breeder or the hatchery-
man? And the answer to the question would be that the greatest ad-
vantages are to the purchaser of the stock, rather than to the producer.
However, the breeder has this advantage, that he can now have his work
and records officially supervised.His breeding stock isall officially
banded with sealed leg bands and duplicate copies of his monthly trap-
nest records are placed on file in the Secretary's office.Unannounced
monthly inspections are made of the flocks, and only such fowls as
meet the requirements laid down by the association in its rulesand
regulations are permitted to remain in the flocks. The benefit the breed-
er derives from this is the fact that he can assure theprospective cus-70 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
tomer that his stock is what he claims it to be.Of course, itis not
thought possible, nor could it be expected that the associationwill make
an honest breeder out of a dishonest one.It does mean, however, that
should a member not carry on his work according to the rulesand regu-
lations of the association he is deprived of membership.Should any of
you who are listening in tonight desire more information,or a copy of
the rules and regulations of the Oregon Accredited Hatcheryand Breed-
ers Cooperative, or a list of the members, I will gladly sendyou a copy
upon request.
EXHIBIT D
DO GOVERNMENT, STATE, AND COLLEGEDEPART-
MENTS SEND OUT LISTS OF POULTRY BREEDERS,
HATCHERIES, ETC., IN ANSWER TO INQUIRIES?
U. S. Department of Agriculture:
United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of AnimalIndus- try.Dr. M. A. Jull, head of the poultry division,says, "We give such
inquirers a few names of breeders and then have the followingclosing paragraph:
'"The Department can not undertake to givea complete list of such
breeders and no discrimination is intended if thename of a breeder has
been omitted; nor is the Department in a position toguarantee the re-
liability of any of those named.'"(Exhibit A 2, pages 61-63.)
Idaho:
Idaho University mimeographs and sends out lists ofaccredited
poultry flocks.(Exhibit B 7.)Idaho poultrymen request this service.
(See letter Exhibit B 7, pages 67-68.)
Michigan:
Michigan State College sends out lists of hatcheries, etc.,as shown
by printed booklet, which list is approved by it.(See Exhibit B 8, page
68.)
Canada:
All Canadian provinces print lists of members of Record of Per-
formance Associations. These lists are sent out to parties inquiring for
stock and eggs by the college poultry departments.(Exhibits B 1, page
65; B 2, page 66; B 3, page 13; B 9, page 16.)
Ohio:
Ohio University sends out printed listsof association members.
(Exhibit B 6, page 66.)
Kentucky:
University of Kentucky sends out printed lists of associationmem-
bers to parties inquiring for stock.(Exhibit B 4, page 14.)
Washington:
Washington State College.Professor John Carver, head of the
poultry department, says, "I feel that a list of all members of the Ac-EXHIBITS APPENDED TO REPLY 71
credited Association would be confusing to the partyinquiring for baby
chicks. We therefore select a few names from the list."
Massachusetts:
Massachusetts College poultry department recommends onlystock
from association members.
EXHIBIT E 1





I have given careful consideration to the complaintregistered by a
group of poultrymen againstcertain actions and participations of myself
as Extension Poultry Specialist.
The complaint embodies two phases, which are asfollows:
First, the use of incomplete lists of poultrymen havingstock, eggs
or chicks for sale.
Second, an attack on Accredited Hatchery and CertifiedBreeders
work and my participation in it.
I.Regarding use of incomplete lists.
The Extension Poultry Specialist, the County Agents andmembers
of the Resident Staff are constantly being askedpersonally and by mail
where replacement stock may be purchased.
There is no complete directory of poultry breeders available.The
only poultry journal published in Oregon has less than15,000 subscribers
in the entire United States and does not reach 25% ofOregon farms.
It has been the policy of the Extension PoultrySpecialist to give
direct answers to the questions asked by poultry keepers andtaxpayers
throughout the state and when asked for incomplete listsof references
these have been given.
In the references given every effort has been made tobe fair and
impartial, throughout my seven years work with thepoultrymen of
Oregon.
As evidence of impartiality and absence of discriminationwish to
call attention to the fact that "Exhibit D" of saidcomplaint contains
the names of four signers of said complaint, i. e., Chas.Armstrong, Cor-
vallis; J. A. Hanson, Corvallis; Oregon Corvallis Hatchery,Corvallis,
operated by Messrs. Sam and Merle Moore.
As further evidence of lack of discrimination I wish tocall atten-
tion to "Exhibit E" which contains the names of twoadditional signers
of said complaint, i.e., C. N. Needham, Salem, and J. L.Russell, Cor-
vallis.
I deny in full the allegation (paragraph 7 of brief filed) thatI have
used the names of a selected list in the field or from thepublic platform.
Each signer of the complaint has attended one or severalmeetings
which I have held throughout the state and will concur in my statement.72 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
The question of answering direct inquiries relativeto names of
breeders or hatcheries having stock for sale isa question of policy to
be decided by the institution.
IL Regarding accredited hatcheries and certified breeders work and
my participation in same.
Accreditation of hatcheries and certification of breeding stock isa
type of work carried on in various states.The work is in its first year
of progress in Oregon but itis older and more generally recognized
in other states.
It is a natural outgrowth of a business of such magnitude and of
such rapid development as the poultry industry.It is comparable to
Cow Testing Association work and Tubercular Free Areas in the dairy
industry.
My connection with and participationinthe work of Oregon
Accredited Hatchery and Breeders Cooperative is fully covered ina
letter written by Director Mans, to the Executive Board of above named
cooperative.This letter [copy attached] was formulated followinga
conference of the members of the Executive Board with Director Mans
in his office.[See Exhibit E, below.]
Regarding article (Exhibit K) written by Extension Poultry Spe-
cialist in December 1926 issue of Northwest Poultry Journal with title,
'Why Accredited and Certified Chicks?"-.the article is self explanatory









Mr. Ambrose Brownell, President




In order that there may be a definite understanding regarding the
part which the Extension Service of the College will have in furthering
the purposes of the Oregon Accredited Hatcheries and Breeders Co-
operative, I am confirming herewith the statements made toyour com-
mittee at the time of your visit to my office.
It is understood that the Accredited Hatcheries movement is de-
signed to be of benefit to the entire poultry industry of thestate and
that its development was sponsored and supported by the Oregon State
Poultrymen's Association. The College has recognized the need for de-
veloping a source of breeding stock that has back of itsome official andEXHIBITS APPENDED TO REPLY 73
disinterested guarantee, for the protection of purchasers.We have
therefore unhesitatingly given all possible encouragement and assistance
in bringing about the organization of the Accredited Hatcheries and
Breeders' Cooperative. We will of course continue to emphasize the
importance of the accreditation work to the owners of breeding flocks
and to the purchasers of both baby chicks and breeding stock.
As stated by your committee, it is necessary that all accreditation
certificates emanate from an official and public source.Since member-
ship in the Accredited Hatcheries and Breeders Cooperative is open
on equal terms to all poultry breeders and hatchery operators, and since
benefits extend to the entire poultry industry, we are willing to grant
your request that Mr. H. E. Cosby, our Poultry Extension Specialist, act,
at present, as supervisor, with authority to employ and direct the ac-
tivities of the inspectors who perform the actual field inspection work and
who will be paid from the fees derived from accreditation. We do not
feel that it is to the best interests of the work of your organization or
the poultry industry, that Mr. Cosby should discontinue his general Ex-
tension activities and actually perform the routine inspection work.It
will, of course, be necessary for him to train his staff of inspectors and
be with them in the field sufficiently to develop uniformity of methods
and standards.
I trust that I have covered the questions under consideration at the
time of our recent meeting in such a way that there will be a general
understanding among all parties concerned.




FNOTE: Exhibits F 1, F 2 appear on pages 24, 25.]
EXHIBIT G






In answer to your letter of March 10, regarding the purchases of
day-old chicks in Crook County, I have the following to report:
Every poultryman in the county, with the exception of one, has pur-
chased day-old chicks, eggs or breeding stock without the assistance of
the county agent.In 1926 Mts. A. T. Bogue requested us to place an
order for 200 day-old chicks with Fred Cockell of Milwaukie, Oregon.
Mrs. Bogue requested us to order from this particular breeder. The bal-
ance of the poultrymen in the county have placed orders with hatcheries
and breeders in Oregon, Washington and California.This office has
made inquiry from each local poultryman as to whom he made his pur-
chases from and whether or not he was pleased with the stock received,74 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
and from such inquiries, we have made up our lists and the following
year used it in recommending to other interested poultrymenwho de-
cided to get additional stock. We have had no lists until about thirty
days ago, showing who were members of the State Accredited Organiza-
tion, and for that reason could not pick out individuals who might have
been members. Whenever we found a local breeder who has secured
inferior stock and is dissatisfied with the treatment received, we have
investigated and in several instances have taken it up with the breeder
direct.If this was not rectified, we have then notified other inquirers
of the trouble experienced by that certain purchaser. The principal pur-
chasers of day-old chicks in this county are listed on a separate sheet
inclosed herewith and I would advise any one questioning reports to
write them direct, asking for information regarding their method of
purchasing stock.By securing the information direct from the pur-
chaser, I am quite sure that the replies will show definitely that this
office or any one connected with the extension service has made no
attempt to throw the business to any partcular group of hatcheries or
breeders.
The article in question in the Oregon Farmer was written by Mr.
Angel of the Oregon Farmer and he perhaps was misled in thinking
that we pooled orders when I submitted to him a list of purchasers in
the county, indicating the approximate number of chicks each had se-
cured that year. We secured this information by sending out a circular
letter to the poultryinen of the county asking them to let us know how
many day-old chicks they had purchased that season.The object was
to get a complete list of poultrymen of the county and to seehow ex-
tensive the operations were. We failed to request each purchaser to
indicate from whom he had purchased his stock.
Trusting that this is the information that you desired and assuring






Prineville, Oregon Powell Butte, Oregon
Mrs. W. S. Ayres Mr. C. C. Brix
Mrs. A. T. Bogue Mrs. E. B. Williams
Mrs. E. Wagoner Mr. Levi Ernst
Mrs. J. W. Carison Mrs. E. N. Hall
Mrs. Antone Carison Mr. Frank Kissler
Mr. Vernon Bassler Mr. Jesse Miller
Mr. E. E. Jackson Mrs. G. C. Truesdale
Mr. C. B. Gaylord Mr. Luke Rief
Mr. Harris Flowers Mr. B. B. Balfour
Mr. Z. S. Simmerle Mr. C. M. Stroud
Mr. John Grimes Mr. C. W. Iverson
Mr. J. S. Oakes Miss Mable Allen (moved to
Mrs. S. Rasmussen (moved to Prineville Jan. 1)
Yakima last winter) Redmond, Oregon
Mr. E. 5. Barnard. Mrs. M. T. Knott
Mrs. Earl Forrest
Mrs. F. C. BeyinerEXHIBITS APPENDED TO REPLY 75
EXHIBIT H 1




President, Oregon Poultry Association,
Monroe, Oregon.
Dear Mr. Snow:
Under date of February 12 a group of poultrymen submitted to the
President of the College a written statement with exhibits complaining
about a number of matters relating to the poultry industry.
It is, of course, the desire of the institution and its separate branch-
es to serve the poultry industry of the state just as much as possible
with funds and facilities available for this purpose.Since the complaint
submitted protests that certain practices of the Poultry Department
are believed 'to be unfair to the poultrymen of Oregon," naturally it is
the desire of the institution to secure as much information as possible
from representative poultrymen relative to the points at issue.
With this in view, we are taking the liberty of enclosing a copy of
the complaint under date of February 12 to you as the duly authorized
representative of the Poultry Association of Oregon.Any statement
which you will furnish as representing the members of your association
relative to the matters under complaint will be greatly appreciated.
I presume that you have the poultry publications referred to.Sever-
al of the exhibits are in the form of cuts, and it would be difficult for
me to duplicate them.Also, you are no doubt familiar with the by-laws







Director of Experiment Station.
OREGON POULTRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION
Ed. Snow, President, Monroe, Ore.R. Roy Putman, Vice-president, Clackamas, Ore.
Mrs. W. H. Thompson, Director, Canby, Ore.Ambrose Brownell, Director
Milwaukie, Ore.H. E. Cosby, Secretary-Treasurer, Corvallis, Ore.
Monroe, Oregon,
April 28, 1927.
Mr. A. B. Cordley, Dean of Agriculture,
Mr. Paul V. Mans, Director of Extension,
Mr. James T. Jardine, Director of Experiment Station.
Dear Sirs:
Replying to your valued communication of March 21st, with a com-
plete history of the complaints against the poultry department of the
Oregon Agriculture College, I take great pleasure in stating herewith76 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
my opinions as President of the Oregon Poultrymen's Association, and,
I might mention that these opinions have been concurred in by a good
many poultrymen of the state in the past few weeks.I, or I might say
we, the poultrymen of the State of Oregon, feel that this is rather a
trivial matter, in fact, too trivial to take up the time of busy men. We
realize that it is the policy of the institution, and its separate branches,
to do everything to foster and promote the poultry industry of the
State of Oregon. As it is, without doubt, the fastest growing farm in-
dustry in the state, and we feel that the poultry department has func-
tioned 100%, as far as lies within its power; we feel that the present
personnel of this department is above the average personnel of other
agricultural institutions throughout the country; we feel that whenever
there has been any new move for the betterment of Oregon poultrymen
and the Oregon poultry business, the present personnel has stepped into
many breaches and has saved many poultrymen from the rocks of dis-
aster, with timely helps and information; we feel that these disgruntled
poultrymen and hatcherymen have a personal ax to grind with some
one member of the department, rather than the department as a whole,
and if they would use 5art of the energy that they have displayed in the
past few months in cooperating and trying to find out what is being
done in the state in poultry matters, they would be sadder and wiser
men, more in love with their state, more in love with their poultry in-
dustry in their state, and would spend more time in trying to promote,
instead of break down a vital part of this growing industry, such as we
consider the poultry department.
It must be presumed that the policy of the poultry department of
the Oregon Agriculture College is shaped in the best interests of the
poultry industry of the state of Oregon, as whole, rather than for the
benefit of any particular group of poultrymen or hatcherymen, and in
any imputation that they were not functioning the burden of proof must
lie with the complainants by establishing the specific instances in which
the department has acted in the interest of some particular group rather
than in the interests of all Oregon poultrymen and the public.Person-
ally, I, as President of the Oregon Poultry Producers Association, feel
that these upheavals are to be regretted, but I feel that everything pos-
sible for the best interests of the poultry industry has been done by the
institution and its able poultry department.I will now make an analysis
and a few comments on their complaint.
Part I:Introduction needs no comment.
Part II: They state "and also a considerable number of poultrymen
who were not able to be present." What number?Their names and
addresses.What percentage of real poultrymen does this complaint
represent?Were they poultrymen or were they egg farmers raising
hatching eggs for these different hatcheries?They state certain prac-
tices discriminate in what places?Just how discriminate? To my mind,
these questions are vital so that we can get to the basis for their com-
plaints.
Part III: Pacific Homestead, page 21, A. G. Lunn, Secretary of the
Association has used his Post-office address.Pacific Poultrymen, ditto.
Poultry Craft, ditto.I might mention, in regard to this, that these ad-
vertisements were not gotten out by Professor Lunn but were gotten outEXHIBITS APPENDED TO REPLY 77
by a committee appointed by the Accrediting and Certifying Association,
and if any fault is to be found with the wording of these advertisements,
the committee is at fault, not Professor Lunn or his department. They
object to a professor of the College in permitting his name to be used in
this manner, et cetera.The advertisement was signed by A. G. Lunn,
Secretary, and there is nothing to indicate, in any way, what the Secre-
tary's connection with the College is.To the uninformed writer, he
might be a student or a clerk receiving his mail in care of the poultry
department.Just how this discriminates against the non-members of
the Accredited Association is not apparent.At this time I would call
attention to the fact that several professors of agriculture colleges, are
at the head in their respective states of Accredited and Certified work
and advertised as Professors, giving their address at their respective
colleges. The following is a list that I know of: Professor L. A. Lloyd,
University of B. C., Vancouver, British Columbia, Secretary of R. 0.
P.; Professor F. N. Marcellus, Ontario Agriculture College, Guelph, On-
tario; Professor J. A. Hanson, Michigan State College, East Lansing,
Michigan; Pren Moore, Extension Specialist, Agriculture College Idaho,
Moscow, Idaho; Professor McAdams, Secretary and Treasurer of the
Accredited Association, Kansas Agriculture College, Manhattan, Kansas.
You gentlemen can see that Professor Lunn iscertainly within his
rights in allowing his name to be used in this connection.
Part IV: A careful reading of the talk by Professor Lunn does not
disclose a single misleading statement nor any perversion of the truth.
There is no question but that many misleading statements, too numerous
to make a mention of any particular one, have been made to the poultry
buying public.If in want of testimony along this line, we would not
have to hunt very far to get testimony by many persons who have lost
through ill advised poultry ventures.The best method of warning of
these misleading advertisements is the way Professor Lunn did.
Part V:It is folly that any one in Professor Lunn's position could
think of or would sit down and answer correspondence and maila list
of all breeders or hatcherymen in reply to every letter received.If he
should attempt to do so, his correspondence time would be 24 hours of
the day and 7 days in the week, and then he would never catch up.I
notice, in this instance that a good many of the men, who have had the
unmitigated nerve to sign this complaint, are included in this list, for
instance: Charles Armstrong, J. H. Hanson, Merle Moore. Why should
they sign this complaint when their names are included?In the letter
written by Mr. Fred Bennion of Pendleton, Oregon, I can't see that he
has done anything but advise the people in his county as to what he
thought was to their best interests, and that is what a county agent is
for.He is placed in his position to give advice and is paid for doing
this, and I really think that Mr. Bennion was doing a real good job, and
the Snowhite Leghorn Ranch was not mentioned, either.
Referring to the statement that some poultrymen were using the
College or members of the staff as references, see Exhibit I, I feel that
this is a debatable question.It shows to my mind fearlessness on the
part of the parties using this, for they know that the men in the poultry
department are of such high moral character that if their stockwas
wrong, and some one wrote to them for references the poultry depart.78 OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
ment staff would certainly tell them the truth regardless of anyfriendly
relations that might exist personally.
If these gentlemen, who have gone to so much pains and personal
expense in preparing this case, had kept in touch withwhat has been
going on in the state in poultry matters, they would have known that
last November, a committee was appointed by me, as President of the
Oregon Association, to delve into the affairs of the poultry department,
and find out why the poultrymen of the State of Oregon were not get-
ting more out of this department, to find out if the staff in this depart-
ment was capable, to find out what could be done to better thisdepart-
ment and put it on a strong base.This committee made a careful study
of the situation and have prepared an exhaustive report, which will be
read at the annual convention of the Oregon Poultrymen's Association
next July and shows a complete whitewashing of the poultrydepartment
staff, shows that the poultry department staff are not only capable, but
arc doing all that is humanly possible, with theequipment that they
have, for the poultrymcn of the State of Oregon.This report will be
very comprehensive and will go into lots of detailshitherto unknown by
the poultryrnen of the state at large, and I, in my official capacity, will
be very pleased to have an extra copy of this report madeand placed
on the desk of each one of you gentlemen.
In conclusion and after giving this letter careful study and going
thoroughly over the complaints made by thefe belligerents, we can not
find, in a single instance, that they have backed up their complaints by




President of Oregon Poultrymen's Assoc.
EXHIBIT H 2
OREGON BRANCH OF INTERNATIONAL BABY CHICK ASSOCIATION
Milwaukie, Oregon,
April 7, 1927.




Your letter of March 21st received and contents carefullynoted.
The rush of work and getting in touch with other members has beenthe
reason for any delay in answering yourletter.
The Oregon Baby Chick Association has a total of twentymembers.
The complaint was signed by eight of them centered aroundCorvallis.
The other members of the Association are not in sympathy withthem
or does this feeling exist in other partsof the state among the poultry-
men. They feel it is a step of this group ofpoultrymen in using all the
power they can to discredit the OregonAccredited Hatchery and Breed-
ers Association, which has for its object theproduction of chicks fromExhIBITsAPPENDED TO REPLY 79
officially inspected breeding flocks.This association has the endorse-
ment of the poultrymen of the state.
The fact must not be overlooked that this complaint is signed by
hatcherymen.Only two of the signers keep poultry themselves, the
others are engaged solely in the hatching and selling of day old chicks.
What of the commercial poultrymen of Oregon?If the state is flooded
with a poor grade of chicks what becomes of our poultry industry?I
would refer you to the annual meeting of the State Poultrymen's Asso-
ciation where it was unanimously voted that Oregon favor such an or-
ganization as the Oregon Hatchery and Breeders Association for the
protection of the buying public.Such organizations are thriving in
other states fostered by their state agricultural colleges.The Interna-
tional Baby Chick Association endorses state accreditation.Similar
work is done in other lines of live stock and college men favor it and
hold office in the associations.
I have read the exhibits carefully and do not see any grounds for
such complaints.Exhibit J I know is not true.
In closing let me call to your attention the persons signing the com-
plaint.1 do not know of any one of them doing any constructive work
for the poultry industry of the state.They have all profited by adver-
tising 0. A. C. strain.Some of them have had pictures of the college
buildings and campus in their literature.They all did the best they
could to kill the poultry appropriation at the last legislation.When
such a type of poultryman tries to dictate to the state just how the Col-
lege Poultry Department should be run I think, and so do the other
members, that very little attention should be given to it.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) FRED H. COCKELL.
(President Oregon Branch of International
Baby Chick Association.)
EXHIBIT H 3
NICKELSEN POULTRY BREEDING ESTATE
Breeders of Standard and Utility White Leghorns TrapnestedPedigreed
Hood River, Oregon,
March 16th, 1927.
Prof. A. G. Lunn,
Chief of Poultry, 0. A. C.,
Corvallis, Oregon.
My dear Mr. Lunn:
Living as I do, away out on the rim of the poultry wheel, and not
coming in direct contact with the intensified poultry interests of the
state, but at the same time keeping in touch with the work through the
poultry press, and having noticed several articles in the press derog-
atory to the work of accreditation and certification, now being carried
on in the state, I desire hereby to convey to you, as secretary of the
association, my profoundest appreciation of the work as it is being car-































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Two groups of poultrymen, most of them resident at Corvallis, in
conferences with the President of the College, made complaint against
the poultry department, questioning its efficiency and impartiality.At
the request of the President these various complaints were reduced to
writing and presented to him on February 18 (dated February 12). He
promised to investigate the charges made, and if they were found to be
justifiable to take steps "to insure any changes or improvements neces-
sary."(Pages 3-4.)
Thirteen persons representing nine different families, five of which
families, resident at Corvallis, are engaged in selling baby chicks, signed
the original statement of complaint dated February 12, and also the sec-
ond statement dated March 3.The complaints are printed herewith in
full (pages 10-27, 28-38).
As a committee of investigation the President announced the ap-
pointment of James T. Jardine, Director of the Experiment Station,
Paul V. Mans, Director of the Extension Service, and A. B. Cordley,
Dean of the School of Agriculture.
This committee, after making a thorough investigation, presented a
report to the President on June 1, which is printed in this publication
(pages 5-38).
The charges in each of the two complaints of February 12 and
March 3 are discussed and replied to point by point in the report of the
committee.
COMPLAINT OF FEBRUARY 12, 1927
I.The basis of the complaints seems to be the activities of the
poultry department staff for the improvement of poultry laying stock and
the organization and operation of the Oregon Accredited Hatcheries and
Breeders Cooperative, and the fact that Professor Lunn, head of the
poultry department, is serving as secretary of the association.He was
placed in this office by election of the members of the Association.
Like other members of the staff in similar capacities, he is allowed by
the College to perform the duties of this office as a constructive aid to
the poultrymen of the entire state.As secretary of this association, he
is charged by the complainants with discriminating against non-mnern-
bers.
The report of the investigating committee shows that fifteen or
more of the states of the Union have similar associations for the pro-
tection of the poultry industry of the state, with some member of the
poultry department of the state agricultural college serving as accredit-
ing official.Oregon is thus shown to be following the example of other
progressive states to protect the poultry industry against disease.It is
shown that no discrimination was intended or practiced by Professor
Lunn as secretary of the Oregon Association (pates 10-15).
Il. A radio address of Professor Lunn is cited as an example of
discrimination.The part of the address complained of is printed in
this report and fails to show discrimination against any honest, con-
strmtctive poultryman (pages 16-19).
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III. Sending out lists by the department containing the names of
but a small portion of the poultrymen and hatcherymen of the state is
cited by the complainants as an example of discrimination on the part
of the College.This, however, is shown to be an almost universal
practice of poultry departments in agricultural colleges and of the United
States Department of Agriculture.In order to give assurance that no
discrimination is intended by rendering this service to inquirers, the
committee recommends that each such list be accompanied by a state-
ment similar to that used by the United States Department of Agri-
culture, stating that a complete list cannot be given, that no discrimina-
tion is intended if the name of any breeder is omitted, and that the de-
partment does not guarantee the reliability of any of those named (page
21).The complainants, in their reply of July 5, commend this arrange-
ment.
The investigating committee advises that the time is not far dis-
tant when, in conformity with the practice in other states, only lists of
accredited flocks and hatcheries should be sent out (pages 19-26).
IV. Complaint is made that by the accredited rules and regulations
the College or poultry department assumes the role of dictator.The
report shows, however, that so far as the making of these rules and
regulations is concerned, the College has served only as adviser to the
Association.But it shows also that experience and expert judgment
concur in declaring that state colleges, or similar established scientific
agencies, must officially back such regulations to make them effective
(pages 21.23).
V. Similar complaint is made to a College extension specialist in
the field answering questions as to where baby chicks can be purchased
This is also shown to be a common practice among extension specialists
and the answering of such questions, with honest effort not to discrimi-
nate but to render sound service, is sustained, with the recommendation
that an explanation, similar to that used with written or printed lists
of breeders, be used in connection with these oral references (page 23).
VI. Objection is made to the fact that poultrymen have used the
name of the College or some of its staff members as references in their
advertising circulars or booklets, citing a member of the Accredited
Association as doing this.The report shows that at least one of the
complainants has himself made liberal use of such references.The
committee disposes of the matter by saying:"We would prefer that
poultrymen do not use the College staff members as references in gen-
eral practice.However, we can see no real justification for a campaign
to insist that this practice be discontinued entirely" (pages 24.25).
VII. Objection is made that "some county agents are pooling or-
ders for some hatcheries and breeders."The report shows, however
that the sole instance'cited was not a pooling of orders (page 25).
VIII. An article by Mr. Cosby, Extension Specialist, printed in a
poultry journal is complained of as implying "that the poultrymen of
Oregon are not strictly fair," and as having the effect "to benefit a few
poultrymen who are members of the Accredited Association."Mr.
Cosby's article is included in the report.Concerning it the Committee
states: "We are convinced that Mr. Cosby in his article has made aA STATEMENT OF FACTS AND PoLICY 85
good presentation of the case for the average poultryman who purchases
baby chicks.The statement should not be a discrimination against the
producers of baby chicks who are aware of the general movement for
improved stock and the importance of hatcheries putting out good
quality chicks in order that they can maintain markets in the face of
keen competition over a period of years."
SUPPLEMENTARY COMPLAINT OF MARCH 3, 1927
Concerning this statement in general the committee reports
IX. "This complaint contains no definite charges. Your committee
feels that as a general rule the proponents of such statements should be
definite and present facts as evidence.Otherwise the staff of the in-
stitution might spend their entire time answering such inquiries on the
part of one or more of the 800,000 people of the state."
This supplementary complaint is chiefly a series of questions, un-
supported by data of any kind, but of a nature to throw suspicion upon
the poultry department, its personnel, its methods of management, and
its attitude toward the poultrymen of the state.Each of the questions
is answered in detail in the report of the committee (pages 28-35).
The committee's report points out, chiefly through communications
from the official heads of the leading poultry organizations of the state,
that these complaints do not represent the views or desires of the ma-
jority of the poultrymen of the state, but rather of a comparatively small
group of breeders and hatcherymen located for the most part near Cor-
vallis.
X. The report calls attention to the fact that certain of the com-
plainants have either deliberately or unintentionally withheld from the
College, and assigned elsewhere, credit for constructive work done by
the College as an institution in the interest of all the poultrymen of the
state.Pointing out instances of this character, the report concludes,
"If all accomplishments of the institution are subordinated in like man-
ner, maintenance of high standing will be a difficult matter."(Pages
3&38.)
XI. On the basis of the report made by the committee, which dealt
with every charge made in the complaints, investigated every source of
information suggested by the complainants or available to the commit-
tee, consulted the leading officers of all statewide poultry associations,
and took cognizance of the accepted practices of other states and the
United States Department of Agriculture, the President of the College
made the following decision, ordering the report to be published in full,
in the interest of a clear understanding of the facts in the case and the
stability of the poultry interests of the state:
"The report of the committee is now before me.After giving it
careful consideration, I have arrived at the conclusion that the com-
plaint is not sustained by the facts in the case. The principal grievance
appears to grow out of the relation of the Poultry Department to the
certification and accreditation of breeding flocks and hatcheries.This
movement is supported by the highest scientific authority.Its objects
are in accord with public interest. The poultry departments of the lead-
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ance to that given by the Poultry Department of the Oregon Agricul-
tural College. The Oregon Poultrymen's Association initiated the woik
in this state. The responsibilities of the College are therefore clear, and
it will be our purpose to aid and encourage this work in the future as in
the past.Such policy can operate only to the advantage of the poultry
industry."(Page 3.)Reply of ComplainantsLETTER OF RAY L. SMITH, ACKNOWLEDG-
ING RECEIPT OF REPORT
PAGE, PAGE AND RAY L. SMITH
ATTORNEYS AT LAW








I have for acknowledgment your letter of the 17th of June which just
reached me yesterday along with the report of the committee which you
appointed to investigate the complaint of certain poultry people which
was submitted to you last February.
I have referred the report together with the exhibits to those whom
I represent and while there has not been sufficient time to consider the
same in its details, I have been requested to advise you that they will
wish to file with you a reply notwithstanding the fact that your decision
has already been announced.
I have also been requested to advise you that if the complaint and
the committee's report are to be printed for circulation among the poul-
try people of the state that they desire that their reply be printed as well
and with that in view a reply will be promptly prepared and filed with
you.
Very sincerely yours,
[Signed] RAY L. SMITH.
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL FROM EXECU-
TIVE SECRETARY TO COMMITTEE
OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
\V. J. KERR, PRESIDENT
CORVALLIS, OREGON
July 14, 1927.
Director James T. Jardine,
Director Paul V. Mans,
Dean A. B. Cordley,
Oregon Agricultural College.
Dear Sirs:
A letter from Ray L. Smith, Attorney, Salem, addressed to President
Kerr under date of July 13, is just received and reads as follows:
"I am enclosing herewith for your consideration the reply
of certain poultrymen to the report of your committee of investi-
gation.This report did not reach me until July1,and I
promptly referred the same to those whom I represent.
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"As heretofore stated,if the complaint and report are to
be printed and circulated among the poultrymen of the State,
the poultrymen whom I represent likewise desire that their re-
ply be included."
Attached hereto is copy of the statement submitted by Mr. Smith's
clients.This is referred to you with the request that same be con-
sidered and answer prepared.
I have just advised with the College Editor's office, and learn that
the bulletin on the subject of this controversy is not yet off the press.
I have requested that the bulletin be not assembled and stapled until
there is decision as to whether or not the new statement under date of










Mr. W. A. Jensen,
Executive Secretary,
Oregon State Agricultural College.
Dear Sir:
This is in response to your letter of July 14 submitting a reply to
the report of the College investigating committee from the complaining
poultrymen, through their legal counsel, who requests on their behalf
that it be published with the report.The reply contains no new evi-
dence or charges and no facts to contradict or impugn the evidence or
the conclusions of the committee.
The complainants contend that they recognize the seriousness of
the disease (bacillary white diarrhea) as well as does the committee and
that they are "equally eager to cooperate in effecting its prompt eradica-
tion but that is not the question at issue and our complaint made no
reference to this matter."Nevertheless,, the basis for their complaints
seems to have been the activities of members of the Poultry staff in
behalf of improvement of poultry stock mainly through accreditation.
Your committee reaffirms its judgment that the issue in reality is,
whether or not the complainants are able and willing to conform to the
reasonable standards which have been adopted for the protection and
benefit of the public by the Oregon Accredited Hatcheries and Breeders
Cooperative and which operate to the advantage of the poultry industry
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It is always possible to profess sympathy with certain objectives and
to oppose practical means for their attainment.
With this brief preliminary statement, your committee respectfully
recommends that the Reply be printed and embodied with the report.
JAMES T. JARDINE,













We have carefully examined the report of your committee which
you appointed to investigate the complaints which we filed with you
last February, and we desire to reply to the same as follows:
We can scarcely forbear remarking that such investigation as has
been made has been committed by the President to the care of those
who are primarily responsible for the adoption and execution of the poli-
cies and practices concerning which we complain.It is perfectly appar-
ent throughout the committee's report that their chief concern has been
to justify the matters complained of rather than to delve beneath the
surface and mete out justice in accordance with the facts and conditions
as they actually exist.
It is our conviction that the committee deliberately sought to cloud
the issue by devoting a considerable portion of their report to a dis-
cussion of the seriousness of bacillary white diarrhea and the importance
of effectively controlling this disease. We like-wise recognize the seri-
ousness of this disease as well as does the committee, and we are equally
eager to cooperate in effecting its prompt eradication, but that is not a
question at issue, and our complaint made no reference to this matter.
We regret the fact that the President has announced his decision,
namely, "that the complaint is not sustained by the facts," without hav-
ing first accorded the complainants the common privilege of a reply.
In laying our complaints before the President and asking for an
investigation of the policies and practices of those in charge of the
Poultry Department of the Oregon Agricultural College, we did so
in the utmost good faith and with the expectation that the President
would commit this important trust to men whose minds would be free
from previous convictions or prejudices which naturally result from92 OREc;oN STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
close contact with this department. We refrained from making any sug-
gestions as to the personnel of the committee of investigation, having
full confidence that the President would exercise his sound judgment
to the end that any elements of bias or inherent prejudice would be
eliminated.
A considerable portion of the committee's report is devoted to
statements concerning the practices which obtain in other states and
foreign countries, with nothing to negative the natural assumption that
the same disapproval may and probably does exist in such other states
as exists here. We submit that when one abandons facts and truths and
resorts to the subterfuge of crying that others are guilty of the same
practices of which complaint is made, this in itself is an unconscious
admission of the wrongs complained of, and constitutes in effect a self-
indictment by the very ones who seek thus to defend their position.
We have asked an investigation of conditions and practices as they
actually exist in the Poultry Department of our own College, and not
for a purely theoretical exposition of the matter as reflected from ex-
perimental plans and practices in vogue only comparatively recently in
other states.The adoption of a plan is one thing, and its fair and
practical administration is quite another matter.
We have not complained of the fact that a professor of the College
may act as secretary of a poultry association so long as he serves all
alike, fairly and without prejudice or discrimination.We do assert,
however, that he should be alert to see that his name is not used direct-
ly or indirectly in such manner as results in discrimination, and if he
passively suffers his name to be so used, then the principle which makes
possible such abuse is subject to condemnation for the very reason that
it is easily susceptible of such abuse.
It is our firm conviction, however, that in the present instance, Pro-
fessor Lunn should no longer serve in the capacity of secretary of the
Poultry Association, for we feel that the present controversy has left
him in a frame of mind which would make it practically impossible for
him to serve all alike, fairly and without discrimination. We recall that
Professor Lunn permitted his name to appear in an advertisement of the
March issue of the Poultrycraft as 'Professor Lunn," after protest had
been made to him concerning the impropriety of such a practice.
We are glad to note that the committee disapproved of the use of
names of College staff members in advertisements or other public an-
nouncements which are calculated to promote the interests of one poul-
tryman or organization of poultrymen over other poultrymen of the
State.
We believe that official certification and inspection is a step in the
right direction, but under the present rules and regulations of the Ore-
gon Hatchery and Breeders Cooperative Association, with its drastic and
unwarranted power, we have refrained from participation therein as
members until the by-laws of that association have been properly modi-
fied.
With reference to the practice of the Department in giving out in-
complete lists of breeders, we believe that cause for complaint will be
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Government employs in such cases, namely, "The Department cannot
undertake to give a complete list of such breeders, and no discrimina-
tion is intended if the name of any breeder is omitted, nor is the De-
partment in a position to guarantee the reliability of any of those
names," provided, of course, that the lists are furnished in perfect good
faith and with an open mind, free from a desire to discriminate.
We are interested in noting from the letter of Mr. Ed. Snow, Presi-
dent of the Oregon Poultrymen's Association, directed to President
Kerr's committee on investigation, under date of April 28, that Mr. Snow,
as President of the Association, has likewise been anxious to delve into
the affairs of the Poultry Department of the College, which fact sug-
gests that his mind has not been entirely at ease concerning the work-
ings of this department, although he now professes entire faith in the
present staff.Mr. Snow states that he has appointed a committee to
delve into the affairs of the Poultry Department, and that this committee
has prepared an exhaustive report which shows a complete white-washing
of the Poultry Department staff. We would respectfully suggest that it is
not a white-washing process which is needed at the present time, but a prob-
ing process instead which may reveal the necessity for the selection of new
material rather than the white-washing of the present.
In answer to the suggestions contained in one of the letters referred
to in the committee's report to the effect that the complainants have
done no constructive work toward advancing the interests of the poultry
industry of Oregon, we wish to remind you that one of our group has
advocated and used the B. W. D. test for approximately ten years, and
enjoys a nation-wide reputation for progressive and constructive achieve-
ments in the poultry industry. We also deny emphatically that we did
anything to interfere with the poultry appropriation at the last legisla-
tive session.Another gentleman of our group was among the first to
emphasize the importance of breeding for maximum egg production ra-
ther than for display purposes.
The three gentlemen who wrote to your committee favoring the
policies of the Poultry Department are among those who are receiving
the benefits which result from the practices of which we complain. We,
the complainants, are members of the association, referred to by these
gentlemen, so they can hardly represent the views of all members of
the association.
We note that the President's reply was withheld from us for two
weeks, which made it impossible for us to make reply before the Presi-
dent's departure for Europe.The date of the President's letter of
transmittal of the committee's report is June 17, and it was not received
by our attorney until July 1st.
We wish to conclude by reiterating the protest contained in our
complaint against the adoption by the College of paternalistic doctrines.
It is our conviction that the function of the College with relation to the
poultry industry and other commercial industries should be essentially
advisory, and if it goes beyond that point and enters the field of corn-
niercialism, it will ultimately stir up discontent among those whom it is
expected to serve, and thus materially lessen the sphere of its influence
and its ability to serve in those fields of service that have been committed
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We respectfully submit to you our case, with the hope that you
may see fit to review the conclusion which you have already announced.
We sincerely trust that the practices and discrimination complained of
may be discontinued to the end that a spirit of cooperation may be
created and fostered among the poultrymen of the State.
Respectfully submitted,
C. E. ARMSTRONG, Corvallis, Oregon.
R. E. DUGANNE, Independence, Oregon.
J. A. HANSON, Corvallis, Oregon.
MRS. J. A. HANSON, Corvallis, Oregon.
J. R. MAGUIRE, Portland, Oregon.
FOREST MARTIN, Dallas, Oregon.
MERLE MOORE, Corvallis, Oregon.
S. H. MOORE, Corvallis, Oregon.
C. N. NEEDHAM, Salem, Oregon.
MRS. C. N. NEEDHAM, Salem, Oregon.
*E. REIGSMA, Corvallis, Oregon.
J. L. RUSSELL, Corvallis, Oregon.
MRS. j. L. RUSSELL, Corvallis, Oregon.
Spe11ing as in copy.